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WANTS CHILDREN;
APPLIES FOR WRIT

PADUCAH KY.. WEDNESDAY EVENING. NOVEMBER 28' 1906.
in Paducah, and this, with
bad
order conelgoment from the Paducah
the
district, is keeping the jacking track
full, and offering work to cae repairers for some time to come.

BOYS GO HUNTING
BUT DONT RETURN

Brother Injured In Wreck.
Mrs. George A. Adams, wife of
Maternal Grandmother Reins- the popular Illinois
Central engi- Have Been Missing For Twenneer,
of
1623
Tenneseee
street, was
To Surrenderty-Four Hours.
yesterday called to Chicago by the
serious condition of her brother, Engineer Harry Travis, of the BaltiJohnson Calls at Her Home and Is
James 'Wilk.-s, Terry Tucker and
more and Ohio, who was injured In
Repuleed, Then Goes to
leabert Duke Cause Their
a wreck in Ohio Sunday. His condiSee Lawyer.
Parrots M'orry.
tion Is said to be hopeless.

CANNOT

GET

ATTACHMENT

After attempting to take his two
daughters from their
grandmother
and being repulsed J. R. Johnson, a
telegraph operator for
the Illinois
Central at White Plains, Ky., sought
tedrese in the courts, and will apply
for a writ of habeas corpus for the
possession of his ehrldren.

OLDE.ST

IS

JUST

FOURTEEN

For twenty-four
hours James
Wilkes. 14 years old, of Ninth and
Jones streets; Terry Tueker,I2 years
old, of 706 Eleventh street, and Robert Duke, 11 years old, of 713 Eleventh street have been missing and
their parents fear they have met
witb • serious mishap or have run
away.
The three boys started out hunting, without weapons as far as
known
early yesterday morning
Since then no tidings have been received. They promised to be home by
noon. They did not return and their
chairs were vacant at supper. Last
night the parent spent in watching
and searching. This morning the
:search was prosecuted further.
James Wilkes is the son of L. A.
Wilkes, machinist; Terry Tucker is
the son of Robert Tacker, an employe of the Illinois Central. and
Robert Duke is the son of Mrs. leula
Duke:

MORE MAY QUALIFY PADUCAH LEADS CITIES
FOR ARMY SERVICE OF THE

SECOND CLASS

Requirements
NO FAITH IN B1 1.100N.
New York, Net. les.—Cono
mender and Mrs. Peary le-rived
today from elydaey, Where the
itomsevelt D undergoing repairs.
They have no faith I,. th•• *trollies, and electric %ledges for ia'br espeditiona. Peary helle‘e's
ihe °Iasi drifting pinn the moo
tenable.

•
ONLY CREDITOR;
BUT CLEVER ONE

10 CENTS PER WEEK

Are

Reduced

by Department

Almost Ninety-Eight Per Cent. Fall
in Many
but Only -14
in Paducah.
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LEXINGTON DOES
NOT SHOW UP WELL

4.

y

4

The war department at Wastington is paying a grew deal of atteutioss
to the subject -of recruiting now. The
methods and qualifications (viten:elly are being changed In an endeavor
to stimulate applisants for service in
t 'so lumen tote mere Induetrie% and
W. N. Moore Interteres In the army.
Alen, tint Slav ha'. Not Kept
Sergeant Blake has received some
ill, Paducah.
Bankruptcy Proceedings
latt, orders from
Johnson applied at the office of
the department,
wiliclt reduce the *overtly of extuninMagistrate C. W. Emery for an atatione somewhat
At some recruit- WHILE SMOKESTACKS ARE MOVtachment for his children this morn- PLAN ftE JAPS TO GET EVEN
CHILD 11.1101t IS Dia'REASING•
Find% a Gun and Watch Reionging to lug stations, statistics show that 98
ing. They are Stella, aged 10 years,
ED TWENTY FEET,
WITH THE TOWN.
Petitioner,
and
Them
for
per
cent
of
applicants
are refused.
and Blanche, aged 8 years, children
Rinswelf.
In Paducah only 44 per sent are reof his first wife. Mrs. Ann Raper, of
fused.
308 Ashbrook avenue, is the motherPaducah is the third city in imEditor From Yokohama Say% People
ea 'Metalled in Power portance,
These instructions reduce the re- New Eque
In-law who holds the children. She
Industria14, in Kentucky.
Do Not Hold Nation Responsible
lioue• Ity Paducah Traction
quirements as to teeth in a degree
and advancing more rapidly than
had been keeping them for some
OBJECTS TO Tete:
for Trouble.
that wtli allow many applicant*, now.
others, according to statietics in the
time, and
Johnson several times
refused, to be enlisted. Another relatest bulletin issued by the deptotmade futile attempts through corduction is in weight. It is evident
ment of commerce, and labor st
respondence, he states, to get posA bankruptcy cam with about the that a sufficient enlistment ceonot be'
Sae Francisco, Cate Nov. 2g —Arsession. Today he came to Paducah
Washington. The two cities ahead of
Nev. machinery enabling a
diqueerest bevelopineets to startle the obtatnesi under-the old rigid examinathur May Knapp. editor of the Date
to apply in person
rect current to be substituted for the It are! Louisville and Covington.
referee aadealf concerned is that of tion, andettes reduetions were made
Advertiser,
The statistics deal solely with
of
Yokohama,
arrived
alternatieg bats Installed and
oa
"I went to
first
Mrs. Raper's house
reverty
pr w.
eror to remedy this condition.
restarita
road mayn, whose
pee, in operation yesterday by the manufactures. In view of the tact
and asked for the girls," be explain- the Siberia from the Orient. yesterday
bleuteemnt W. le Reed, who has
Asked about the Impregerion creatPaducah Traction company. The that Coviugton practically is a subed. "She told me I could not have
n000 by the trustee. It is a two-man charge of a chain of offices. was in
ed
in
Japanese
Japaneby
schoul
the
whole apparatus costs 830,000. It urb of Cincinnati and derives its itn•
them and used force. I am a lawair tell the way around - titerely the city last night and enlisted five
NIANNLAUGHTER (7H.ARGED.
will be weeks before all the improve- portance, in a large degree, from it,
abiding and peaceful citizen, and did exclusion in San Francisco, he said
fight
hie
a
between
and
Perry
only
men, three for the coast artillery,
be lid not_terink it had or would ul-ments at the power house are com- proximity to that city, Paducah,restnet make any resistance. After op'creditor. W. N. Moore, arkt so far the one.for the inferrtry and one for the
timately teases its eorelaility of the Greed Jury
Weenie
Ins on its intrinsic merits, may be
Indictments
pleted.
erations ceased she telephoned the
Moore's
developments
been
in
have
signal
corps.
They are Robert L
entente existing between Japan and
Againet Will Thlllllas.
Patrons of the street car lines considered the second city in the
pollee and I came to town."
or.
• Cook, Kuttawa; Thomas Chambers, would be surprised
the 17ntted States.
at the remarka- state.
Magistrate Emery told Johnson
-The matter has attracted much
Mayfield, Ky., Nov. 28,— The fa'‘F W. Peery seiteral weeks ago filed Princeton; Newton Brasher, Asalea. ble record made by the company
However, while Covington, as an
that an attachment was impossible,
In
His Do- Ky ; for the coast artillery; Willem
attention and been &scummed eaten- grand jury early th,s morning re- a petition In bankruptcy
keeping up with erheduites. if they absolute fart is larger in manufacand only a writ of habeas ,corpus
eedvely in the vernacular press of Je- turned a bill Indicting Will Thomas, bilities oonststed of bne debt to W N. B. Hicks, for the intone service, and understood
the nature of improve- turing industries than Paducah,relae
would serve the purpose. Johnson
nen," he said. "but the Impression at charglies him with voluntary man- Moore, a south side moor, amount- Earl H, Arnold, Vernon, Ii!., re-en- ments
going on. Besides the visible lively, these statistics show that In
was referred to an attorney.
Tokio when I left was that it wee slaughter. He is charged with the ing to about $16e• No meets were listed in the signal corps.
work of changing tracks and build- every phase of industrial developpurely • local matter and was con- killing of Henry Cooley on Broadway limed, and the cave wage placed being up the lines, the appearance of ment, Paducah is advancing
more
aped to Ban Francisco. No one be- In this city, last winter. The grand fore the referee for consideration. In
the power house Is undergoing a rapidly than Covington. While Lexmeantime,
done
had
Moore
the
a
IttHere. that the Linked States wishes jury at the lapt term of the circuit
transformation. Even
the smoke- ington probably is a third larger in
to diesrgratsate allainat Japanese.
mart failed to Iodise him. This Dire tie detective work end succeeded in
Meeks were moved '20 feet, and this population than Paducah, Paducah Is
Deselected
32
Decoy
g
lea
a
that
ruin
"Foreigbers in Japan believe that has found over GO indictments
so
was dime with the plant In full op- so far ahead of it In manufactures,
caliber Winchester rifle and a gold
LOOHE WITH LOAD OF POT %TOMS the Japanese will attempt to divert far.
eration.
Not a moment's time has., as not to warrant comparison'.e
Tit
%PPE!) IN SeLVATION ARMY'
watch.
transportation from San Francisco to
iND
This latest bulletin from the debeen wasted, but the machines, still
HOTEL IN ST. LOUIS.
other asset ports.
Moore's attorney instituted conDr. George Thomas III.
furnishing power for the cars, were partment at Washington
gives •
Wilmington, N. C., Nov. 28.--Geo. tempt proceedings and, the gun and
changed about and connected. The comparative summary for 544 muMrs. Anna Cargill.
G. Thoenas, chief sergeon of the At- watoh were produced In court and
largest wheel In the city, 20 feet in nicipalities in the United States havW. N. Payne Ask. for Information at
Sirs. Anna May Cargill. 26 years lantic Comet Line raitroad loyettem and sold, according to the regular proced- rise Killed By Jumping From Wining a population or over 3,000, for
diameter, has been installed.
III) Hall—Whole outfit Is
old, wife Of James T. Cargill, of 1216 president of the North Carolina state ure. Moore was the only Penne Indow's te street---Were leaked
the period from 1900 to 1905.
Miseeng,
Tennesaee Street, died yesterday af- board of health, is critically ill at his terested, and coosequentey the only
In Building.
It shows that the amount paid out
GOES TO MEMPHIS.
ternoon et 5:15 o'clock of compli- residence here. He is not expected to bidder. His bid was $25 and he got
in wages fh Paslinoh has Increased
cations after an illness of severs/ recover. Since Friday Dr. Thomas the property. Immediately after the
C'. M. Itudil, a Kentucky (eel Com- 50 per cent. In that period. That
her husband aud has been sufforing with acute pane sale, Moore flied objections to Peer)'5
"Hag anyone seen a horse pulling weeks. She leaves
pany Learnt.
wage-earners have increased, 38 per
St.
Louie,
Nov.
28.—Two
hundred
conducted amnia.
discharge on the grounds that he had
a wagon loaded with apples and po- child. The funeral erlil be
cent; That child labor has decreased
and
fifty
of
elevation
the
Army
hotel
Moore is suceelll
tweets.
burial
If
county.
The
today
concealed
the
in
tatoes wandering In the city?"
11r. C. M Budd, manager of sales 20 per cent. And that the employIlls morning were trapped behind
Reads.
cessful In his opposition to tte di.Oklahoma After 2-Cent Rate.
This question W. N. Payne asked be at Lowe* Cross
and transportation of the West Ken- ment of women has increased
barred
doors
when
flames
broke
out
150
- be able to attach
be
Guthrie, Okla.
Nov. 28.— The charge bema
the policemen at the (ley ball this
on the firm floor of the building. Five tucky Coal company, eh(' has been per cent.
Exploded.
Polish
wages.
Wove
first plank to be offered In the eonmorning. The wagon and horse do
men met death leaping from
These figures are only a •few from
win- in Paducah for two years. Is prepareSandualeY, 0., Nov. 28.—A Patent stittttional convention
"The sage is one of the most renot belong to him, but the apples and
here today
dows.
When
suddenly
re- ing to remove his headquarters to a large list of startling facts about
they
were
From a peddler ex- was the
purchased.
polis
potatoes do, and he is anxious perrailroad commission bill, markable on record," Attorney A. Y. leased escape was cut off. None Memphis. Today he is packing his
Paducah Manufacturing industries.
ploded while Mrs. James Meier, aged modeled
tecularly about the perishable goodsafter the Texas law
and Martin stated today. "Moore has thought to make use of the rope life furniture preparatory to leaving on It must be
borne In mind that the
a widow residing near Bkx)ming- calling
70.
Dellis
is
energy
"1 stepped into Kolb's drug store.
for a 2-cent fare. The time of been eaergetk and his
tin's, whieh hung in each room. The Monday. He stated today that no figures given concern purely mir
brushing op her kitchen
Third and Jackson streets. ,leaving vOle. was
the convention today was consumed rewarded."
change
will
be
made
in
the local teetering
hotel was filled to its capacity, which
plants, railroad
at
stove in which there were a few hot
Martin was trustee in thecae*.
the horse untitched outside," Payne
principalle In amending the bill.
explains the reason for the doors be- force except that he will leave and wholesale and retail honer% and tee
clothing took fire
Miller's
Mee.
coals.
eontinued. "I am dent and did not
Riker.
M.
Mr.
who
been
C.
tag
with
ing locked. A large number of the
thousand and one other means of
was terribly burned. The
KEEPS OFF WOMEN; GETS 10.1.330 inmates were Mitered
hem him mere off. Neighbors say and she
Looking for a Blonde,
by jumping the company fen- one year, will be ••mployment not being included.
cannot live.
she
doctors'
say
he went' towards Broadwae
For
and otherwise. The building le. gut- manager in Paducah, a duty Mr llstdd
Louisville, Nov. 28.—
N. M.
The amount of capital invested In
;twitted ted. It is old
had in addition to hie meteor posimore than two hours have I fleeted
Protector of eliiiimmire
Thompson,
a
cattle
and the lass net heavy.
Smyrdealer
of
the 84 manufacturing plant'. in Pa'
Shops (lone Tomorrow.
tion.
seem
but no one seems to have seen the
elarriage Seekers' ReWRINICII,
ducats is $4,393.176. or an average
Today a bulletin was posted In ev- na, Tenn., is walking the streets to
outfit."
day
looking
a
for
blonde
woman,
Illinole
AWKWARD
to each plant of $52,299. From 1900
BOB 110We:it&
ery department of the local
FOURTH
THE
FOR
Tielle.
Bloomington, III., Nov. 28.— For
It is possible that the horse end
Central shops Raying that tomorrow wearing a red princess suit. He sat
to 1905 the increase in the number
wagon wet be recovered, but the potelling storks and keeping off marthe shops would be closed for Thanks- next to her in the theater last night
of such plants was 14, or 20 par
A Soldier Who Can't Learn Drill or
licemen 'waned not guaranty the reTerry McGovern and Young Corbett
riageable females frir four yeals
giving. As nearly every car repairer and thinks his missing wallet with
cent.
Even "Keep Step."
covery of the unguarded alndee. The
Will meet in January-.
Captain Louis !Jame today was
has been seized with the hunting fe- $1,000 in it is to be found near her.
eern 1900 the capital- Invested .in
horse end wagon are the property of
awarded $5,550 by.eDidge R. A. Rusver, It Is probable a great number
Columbus. 0., Nov. 2i1.—"Awkmanufacturing Industries in PaduGeorge Wilkinson, of Foarth street
sell.
!jams
was engaged by the late
New York, Nov. 28.— Following a
will spend the day In the woods.
Hattie Grew Covetoue,
werdness" is the reason assigned In a
cah was $2.1e9,349, or an increase
- rind Kentucky avenue
Abram Brokaw, Bloomington's milmeeting or their managers here it
Relate Owens, colored, admired a
(+Neese sent by Capt. teabinies. of the
in five years of 71 per cent. Covingplowmaker,
companion,
as
lionaire
a
was
announced that Terry McGovern
Minttny Dements in Murder.
hat In Mfrs. Cora Williams Clark's
U. S. smeltery post here, to the war
ton
Increased CO pereeent, 291 offiPASTOR HAS MAYOR ARRESTIela.
Brokaw
recently
died
and Young Corbett have been matchNew York, Nov. 24. __A (Immo millinery department over Ogilvie's but when
department asking the discharge of
cers and clerks, receiving $271,666
remembered
the
not
was
In
hams
bout
tor
for
a
ed
not
than
lees
fifteen
wile killed and fire others injured in store. She stuffed it under her cloak
Robert Bowers.
In salaries were required In the opWarrant Charges Failure to Breeds Up
rounds to take place during the week
a mutiny 'aboard the steamer San aod departed. Pollee Judge D. A will. Fe sued for $10,000.
"Heje the first man lever saw,"
eration of these pants.
Poolrooms in Wee Covington.
January
ending
31.
poolEach
side
the
arrived
On
toda)- .
Jacinto. which
Crofts charged her with Petit lereene
said the captain. "who simply cannot
Wage Statistics.
BLOODHOUNDS
ed a forfeit of $10,000, Tim Hurst
arrived Emanuel Conchero was al' and locked the girl tip for trial Frilearn the drill movemenle. Ile has
Cincinnati, Nov. 28.—A warrant,
The statistics on wage-earners and!
will referee the fight.
reEted, charged with the murder of day,
bet•n at it three months and cannot
charging Mayor Joseph Maser, of
wages are interesting because they
Go To Horne Of Man Suspected of
the fireman.
even keep step. No, be is not imbe
West Oovtugton, with failure to break
show that the amotint paid out In
Burning Tobacco Bate,
. Gillette on the Stand.
Burns Herself to Death.
vile; he is simply awkward."
up an unlawful assembly by allowing
wages have increased faster in proReturns With Money,
Kerkimer, N. Y., Nov. 24 - -Chester
Manetield, Ohice Nov. 28.—Mrs
a poolroom to open in his town was
portion than wage-warners.
barn
Nov.
28.—The
Marseille,
Ky.,
charged with the murder of
Detective Will Baker has reterned Clara Termin committed suicide tosworn out today by Rev. John Bents,
Seven hundred and eighty
1,5,00-o BOMB FOR RVIQUAN GENERAL. Grace Browne,
containing
Garry,
Jaines
-of
was
amount
full
Owenehoro
with
the
from
day by burning herseif to death. She
atqwered as a witness
heard of the Good Citizens' League.
rhe
increase of wage-earners In five
by
burned,
intobacco,
pound's
woe
of
in his own behalf today. Re detailed
of the bill owed by D. A. Dolton to saturated her night dress with cosi
The poolroom was opened after Mayor
years, or
per rent. The total numnight. Two previous Explosive Hurled at Davideoff In Cel- the travels of the girl and
the Palmer House, this city. Bolton oil, covered her body
himself
axle tendert-1es last
wile
Mee, but HP Escaped Unhurt.
Moser had announced that he would
barn.
the
fire
employed in 1905 was 2,841.
ber
were
to
made
attempt*
previous to the alleged murder.
gave a worthless check for $48.
grease and set her gown on lire. She
•
not interfere with It because be didn't
of a
$1,185.255 are paid out In wages In
was troubled with a nervous disor- Bloodhounds went to the house
Feodosla, Crimea, Nov. 28 -- A
care to take any chances with a lawInduced to
be
a
man,
year,. or an increase of 5(1 per
not
and
could
Wabash Gives increase.
der
Yeah* DAM No More,
bomb was thrown today at General
suit. Last week the popiroom operarent. In five yeses
leave. No armee was made.
,
Springfield, Ill., Nov. 28.—Tke Wa28.—The
Marrehflek).
Cal , Nov.
Devidsoff in a street here, but the
tors in Covington proper were arrestCovington
In
the
number
of wagebase railroad granted an Increase of
Wants to Go Home.
general escaped unhurt. The man ruing of Youta Dam, once a familia earners increased only
ed, but were released on a technicalSugar Trete Fined $115,000.
per cent.
$2 a month to conductors, $6 per
Harry Cohen Lonieville tired and
mseerg
camp,
and
made
famous
more
who threw the bomb was arrested.
ity. Thereupon they' sued
Mayne month to passenger brakemen and 4
New York, Nov. 28.-- A fine of
and wages Merest:est
only 21 per,
ill of fever, appeared at the city
by Bret Merle's poem, was destroyed
Beath, of Covington. for false arrest.
$18,000 was imposed on the Americent. Compared with Paducahes 2,cents an hour to yard men.
hall at noon penniless and asked
today,
fire
by
Literally
Mopped
Up.
Before that Mayor Moser had said
Judge Hough.
811 wage-earners. reeeivIng $1,185,-•
Chief of Police James Collins to tel- can Sugar company by
A 'Paducah colored' Youth knows
that he would not, under any circumin the United States circuit coureto265 in wages, Lexington has 1.114
egraph his father in Louisville to
the
meaning
literal
of
the
term
slang
stances, permit the poolrooms to opaccepting rebates from the
wage-earners, receiving $454,848.
send him a ticket home. He had run day for
"mopping up" with s person, He
erate in his town.
New
Central Railroad compsYork
Child Labor Decrease.
sway from home 60 days ago.
underwent a painful demonstration.
There Is only one kind of a
ay.
i•WE.ATHEIR — Fair tonight.
The decrease in child' labor In one
and incidentally learned to keep out
circulation
stntenteset
newepsper
Cairo Tracks Clowned.
Thursday partly closely. The
Allison Is Improving.
of the most interesting facts in the
of the local Illinois Central yards
that is Worth any consideration
Claire auf$ered a eongettion
of
bighted
temis•ratiire
Dubuque, Iowa, Nov. 28.— Senareached
Waters-Pierce (V. Indicted.
statistics about manufacturing constealing Nal. Special Agent Dick
and that is the daily detailed
freight became of wastonts In the
yesterday eas 1411 and the towel
tor Allison announces today that he
ditions in Paducah. In 1900 146
St. Lau's, Nov. 28
The federal Tolbert, of the I. C., whipped one
statement. The Run in the only
mouth on the I. C., and an accumulatoday was 32.
will not go to Washington until con- grand jury today returned two in- with a mop with a two foot swath.
Paducah paper printing such a
ehlidrea were employed In them faction of "bad order" care/from that
statement.
gress convenes after the holiday dictments against the Waters-Pierce the cotton strings of which
tories. In 1905, 117 were employed
were
city have reached here. It Is estirecess. Hie health continues to Im- Oil company, charging the toreepte frozen'. The boy had stolen a basket
or a decrease of 20 per cent. 411
Inated that 100 ears were delivered
prove.
ance of rebates from railroads.
of real:
s(logeineted on rine four.)

HORSE AND WAGON

"tow

Miss Shouts a Duchess.
Paris, Nov. 28.— Miss Theodora
Shonts, youngest daughter of Theodore Shonta chairman of the Panama canal commission, Is to be a
duchess. Her marriage to Due De
Chaulnes Et' Deplequfgny has been
arranged. Miss Shoots Is under 21
years of age.

DEPOSE KE'St:
Nlaticheater, Ong., Nov, 28.—
King Peter, of Servist, is lIP IsOoll
be deposed and more than likely
Prince .ertlear, if ("naisuglil?
VI ill be offered the. throne. Itetor
appears to be unable to cone %tills
the 'lineation in iiervia.
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Ike Can Save You Money.
Glove and Umbrella

liat,
O URDepartment
is teplete with the
things.

THANKSOIVINti DAY is a day set aside for the giving of thanks
to an All Wise Creator for the many blessings received during the past
year. Every one has some reason for giving thanks.
We wish to give thanks for having opened in this city a modern store
where the buying public can purchase the very tiewest fabrics and latest cut
garments at moderate prig-6. You can give thanks that there is now a Clothing, Furnishing and Shoe Sore in Paducah where you can get dependable
merchandise at such low figures as we quote.

Big Values in Men's Suits
s4.50 and $5
$7.50

Black cheviots, fancy cassimeres and worsteds, in round
cut and in double breasted, extraordinary good values
Cheviots, cassimercs and fine worsteds that you will see in the high priced
stores at $10, $12.50 and even $15.00. We will sell them
at
Well made and high class goods.

For young men who wish to
spend only a part of their
week's earnings we hare the
sq me grade of goods as in
men's, but priced considerably lower. •

For the Little Fellows

Our Overcoat Department

Our line of Suits and
Overcoats for the little fellows will please the eye as
well as the purse. Mothers
will fitid we are in a class
by ourselves.

In the overcoat line we have another story to tell. You will see
specials of the high priced houses, something extraordinary at $10 to $18.
We price them all the time at

$5.00, $7.50,$10.00

Suits both double breasted and Norfolks in fancy
patterns, well made and
•
trimmed, at

Men's Suits in all the late shades of grays and boys in finer worsteds, neat
checks and plaids in velcturs and cassimeres. You see them dis layed by
jfl nn
the high priced houses at $15 and $18. We price them lower
U.UU
than others can buy them
At $12.50 to $15 our garments are unequaled: Let us have the pleasure of showing them to you.

swellest tiliowlugs and newest
Hata to tit the head. aril the price
leaves money In your pocket with
which G. buy the gloves and umbrella.
Shirts and Neckwear In a great variety of etyles In rice fabrics. Where
high priced houses quote prices on
shirts from $1.50 to ACK', we give
the same style and the saute quality
at the leaser price and leave you
enough money to buy the collar and
tie. Try It.

$1.00

We can show you these goods in black and blue, tans and browns, in
beavers and kerseya, in the loose backs, both short and long lengths and
in the ever popular long coats, full backs, in fancy patterns.

to $3.75

In the late cut form-fitting Overcoat, flared back, we have the ideal garments ii al the new shades of gray. You cannot see them elsewhere for less than $22.50 to $25. We show them at.

$15

Overcoats
$1.50

to $5.00

U. 0. OULLETT & CO.
312 BROADWAY

fright until the one whirh has been •ruu.
captured lets m11_4 squawk %When it
is bitten to death
'The way the boys have been killlag slid geese along the *berets of
8111-S Coishoream Like this fail In some410.:
iii VfElt.
thing wanclalous. The 014 hunters
end fishermen hereabouts have a sayIle that when the bill-Wogs go into
the mud for the winter they never dig
%nil They CIPOW %lore. FtWill•th IA:lth I
deeper than the length of • goose
increasing sears.
from the tip of its bill to its breastbone, which is just 21 14 Inches for
every goose that lives.
Meithe," said old Jed Darling.
"No matter what kind of soli It is.
"mebbe, a wise Creator may have and no matter how hard or how easy
made Route kind of bird or animal the digging is, every frog in New tugthat Is a bigger fool than a wild Rotate land makes It a rule to burrow twenbut if so, he never made enough to ty-one and a halt ;riches and then
cause people to worry aM•
turn around, head to the outside, and
"Not only is a wild goose a blamed settle down for its winter nap. No
fool from birth, but it grows looter matter how hungry a goose may be,
and fo8ler as it gets older It is the or how aoft the mud is, no goose was
only critter that refuses to learn sense ever known to dig an inch with its
shovel bill for the sake of getting a
trom'uge and experience.
peck
"It is scared half to death by a frog to eat, though all geese w1:1
ground
frosen
half
Into
way
their
bleating calf lied out to a crowbar In
an open field, hut a whole flock of when they want a mess of raw surnips
geese will sit out in the middle of for breakfast.
"Because they know to the fraction
Coldstream 'Lake and let an otter
swim up under the water and drag of an inch how deep the frogs burrow
the members down one after another, in wiater, and because they know the
and not 1-goone in the hunch will have length of a goose's neck, the boys
sense enough to get scared and fly have made a contrivance for catching
wild geese that works every time.

•

WILD GEESE

"I have seen se-44ock of geese get
scared and fly ('lead., Out of the state
beraiwe a playful fox terrier ran
along the edge of the lake, but when
a flock of geese Is feeding on the
roots of aew clover a fox or raceoce
inn roll over and over and pitch
somersaults right Into the middle of
the group and pick the fattest one
and riot a go04e will show signs of
DR. GEORGE 14.11141ANA.
Veterinary Surgeon and Dentist. All
a:Is promptly attended night and
day. Residence Phone 2935 Old90ftire. Thompson Transfer company.
Roth Phones 357

LEE LINE STEAMER

"First off, the boys spear a number
of fat bullfrogs from their winter
apartments, taking pains to drag the
bodies of the frogs across the surface
of the meadows where tive geese feed.
Later they make round holes In the
mud that are about two feet in depth,
after which they halt a strong hook
with a live frog and attach it to a
stake, the top of which must be driven
until it is twenty-one and a halt inches below the surface of the ground.
"The rest Is easy. The geese smell
the frog odor about the field and follow It up until they coati to one of
the holes, when they reach down the
regulation distance, find the frog
with a hook In it, swallow the whole
outfit and are anchored until the boys
come along and kill them and set the
trap again.

Leaves Cincinnati November 21 for Louisville, Evansville, Paducah, Memphis
nnd all way points.
Through rate to Helena,
Vicksburg. and Pine Muff,
Ark., arriving Padth•ah Saturday, December 1.

'The strangest thing about it is
that no goose will ever negotiate frog
hate that is set less than the regula' •Ion depth under ground. If a batted
11001% were left on top of the ground,
or ten inches below the surface, or
even twenty inches down, it might
stay there all winter and not a dome
would look at it.
In feet, the length of a goose's
neck when stretched out straight has
beconte a standard of nresaurernent in

G. F. PHILLIPS. Agent

PILES CURIO IN II TO 14 DAYS

Steamer Georgia Lee

PAZO OINT NNT is ft kilrinlierft 10 cure may
..se of Itching. BMW, nitwits, of Protruding
in ••to is days or mosey refunded. low.
.i1

An 11/11.44I

la Mgt 1.1.',11M.04 al'

4.

ibtai TifIVINNIII 5141 twomos lata

For the shoes with
style, _comfort and
durability sold to us
By

If they're Rock'c lhey'rs righ
If theu're right they're Rock's.
44

several of the up river towns. W
a fisherman goes to a blacksmith ti,
order a new eel spear or frog spear li
specifies that the total length of tb•
iron from tip of spear to the'begiti
ning of the wooden handle shall be
twenty-one and a half inches, no more
and no less. Again, when the length
of a boy's leg reaches gooseneck altitude, measuring twenty-one and a
half Inches from hip to heel, he has
mimed from the period of boyhood
and puts on trousers."—N. V. Sun.

Pill°TT 98

PENNYROYAL PILLS ...-7.1""rilial4t7WevaeIR

i
or and banish "pain
- - of menetruation." They are "LIFE SAVIMS" to girls 0
womaoluissi, skiing' deteiopment of organs and body. Nu
Moue n remedy for women equals them. Cannot do harm- lit,
lici,,,iiiii a pleasure. $1.00-PEA_BOX BY MAIL. Sol,
by druggimts. DR. MOTT'S CHAMICAL CO.. Clevelnad. Oni,
a01.1) Bt' ALVEY 4 LIST AND G. C. 0. HOLD, PADUCAH. KT.
home of Mrs. G. P.
present."

Rose for the!

OVER NI.I.GARA TO DE.Arli.

baring Attempt to Resew Man FrImi
)
au

Fortunate Missourians.

Cataract Fail..

"When I was a druggist, at Livo
Niagara Falls, N 11' Nov. 28
—Prefab Baltimore Oysters receivMo.. writes T. J. Dwyer, now of Unknown man was swept over 1 ed every day at the Imperial Cons
:GraysvIlle. Mo., "three of my custo- Horseshoe falls In a small boat this
fectiumary. :3:11
Broadway, twor
mers were permanently cured of afternoon. The man was standing op,
Fourth street. Turkey stuffed willS
consumption by Dr. King's New Dis- frantically waving tibi hands when
orders wit, make you thankful.
covery, and are well and strong to- last seen. Two rowboata started,
day. One was trying to sell his prop- down the Chippewa rtver In a dartne
se
Rhodes' Scholar flails.
erty and move to Arizona, but after attempt at rescue at the mouth of ti
The Nash•Illf Banner says: "John using New Discovery a short time he rnll stream, but a cross-current
.1. Tigert. who Is Tennessee's Illosles found it unnecessary to do so. I re- swept the unfortunate man away from
scholar at Oxford, sailed SaturJar gard Dr. King's New Discovery as them toward C-oat island. and in
for a visit to his mother, tie im,notr the most wonderful medicine in ex-1 few minutes he was carried over the1
entering on his third and last year lstenee." .Surest Cough
and Cold , brink. The would-be reseuers were!
at the PunlvergIty. and being cabled, mire and Throat and Lung bealer.1 by this time in a Portions Positiod•
the sad tidings ot hie father's death ' Guaranteed by all druggists. 50e and and It was with great difficulty that
1 they
last week, started immediately for , $1. Trial bottle free.
succeeded In reaching shore
home to srispd several weeks. Mrs.
.
r
er dm
Um;
My.
Tigert, who goes shortly to Louis.
vine on business, will be with her
ani ovary
wnwevana•
datightor, Mrs. W. D. Rhea. at the ogres sogujiaopepay,
boa, aSo
a Days

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

•

— Incorporated

House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122-134 N.Fourth $t.

Phantom 757

•

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question 1s :
Who's the best to see ? Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to

E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Filling
328 Kenti.sclicy Ave.
132 South Pourth
Bath Phones 205

WEDNESDAV, NOVEMBER 2N.
••••111111111•MINIMMK
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FIVE GUARDS GO TO HANDLE MAILS
AT PENITENTIARY FOR GOVERNMENT

CheKentucky

219-223 BROADWAY

Some More Are Expected to lAise See claims. to slake Stoney, Where
Their Heads .4.bont January
Government Ha. Failed to Slake
First.
eispenerii.

•

INIWEI.1.--ISECKII.V11

KrIt'OPE. SUGGIATION

IN

GOOD

Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 28.— Five
taterds employed at the state peahentiary acre disanissed today. They
were C. K. Jordan, of Fayette; Henry
Baker, of Lexington; Thoutteon, of
("Irvington; Head, of (Wham county,
and Charles Bruner, of Boyle onunty.
New guards who have gone to work
are Wheeler, of Wolfe c unty: Thomas, of Saloon county ; Cravens, of
Wolfe couuty.and Ashera Cot Made
county. It is said that hilt a dozen
more of the old guards e dose their
positious with the end of December.

4,

Washington, Nov. 38.—Unc:e sank
will be a.ked tomorrow to turn over
to a syndicate of capitalists the conduct of the postal bueiness. In return the syndicate propel/es to give
the country penny postage and a better and more business-like service
than has been provided under the
pre-ent system of government operation. The tender will be made by W.
D. Boyce. of Chicago, to the Joint
committee of emigres* investigating
postal abuses and latrusted with recommending reforms which has been
in session in New lork and resumki
Its meetings here today.
Powell-Beckham Feud.
The offer has several objects. It
Apropos of Dr. E. L. Powell's latest attack upon Gay. Becicham, con- la true that capitalists have been
tained In kis sermon oft Stuttlay, it is found who believe that money can be
stated here today by friends of the made by a monopoly of the postal
Whereas the government
governor that it is due to the fact business.
that the governor has notiged the has failed to iuske the pOstai departLouisville ministers, who are leading ment a paying Institution, these capthe fight for Sunday clueing, that it !Lebow believe that by the totroduethey come to see him further regard- lion of business methods they can put
log the matter, which they have been the department on a dividend-payiegi
engaged to do, Dr. Powell must not basis. The Wells-Fergo .Express coinbe of the party, as he will not be
PanY saw enough mousy in the monop
oly to offer the government a bonus
recivd.
of $1.001).000 a year. If permitted
Central City, Ky., Nov. 28.—Ae- to run the postoMee.
Objects of the Offer.'
tssrding to reports current a mauls,.
The Boyce proposition la made in
simon-pure devil was born of a wom...5taid faith and will aerte the doulahe
an in Muhlenberg county.
The story goes that a preacher died purpose of emphasising with the pubrecently and his widow,. being an tic - lic the fact that there are capable
belf.
,ve.r, burned all his religious business men in the country who bebooks, Bible and all. and P•00011 after lieve that they can give the people
a child or devil was born to her hay- 'Penny postage and an Sic-el:ern serving a ful set of teeth. borne. tail, ice. The offer will have the effect ef
*taws and a hideous head and full of showing to the people that theme busttalk. He told the mother that be was noes men, who will give satisfactory
the devil and bed come to torment bond, will guarantee to give the patber for seven years and then she ron* of the meal:Alice reduced Mame%
should die and go to bailee. This l's- rates ehich the department ollie418
formation being considered by the unite in reporting the government
mother ae. highly offensive and re- cannot afford to do.
The proposition, broadly stated is
preheneble in a son tried to smother
him, hut falling in this she took him that the government shall withdraw
to a pond and three him in with the from the geld of control:lag a public
Inteut to drown him, hut he swam !AIM) and shall place the businesis of
out and followed her to the house. transporting and delivering the mall
And that is the story that re keeping In private hands, as the express huskthe telephoned rimeng all over the neat is couducted. The eapitalists
event) and entwine many sleepless who are willing to assume the burden
will pay the government meal for
p,ights te •
- •
a
the postoffIce buildings all over th
country and will charge the government 'regular rates of postage on its
mail. which is now carried free. It
fis roughly estimated that the government would offset in money derived
from rentals of the buildings the
cbarge it would annually he required
to pay for the transportation of Its
mall.
Bearing on Ratteipal

Why Pabst
is Best.
Most beer is made
from four-day malt '
and naturally lacks'
in richness.
Pabst sixty years experience has shown
that perfect beer can
only be made with
Pabst exclusive process eight-day malt,
which doubles the
cost but brews a beer
lowest in percentage
alcohol and highest
nutrition.
Joctors recommend
1)abot Blue Ribbon bet:fn.:se they know it is
the richest and most
who), ome and absolutely the cleanest beer
•

IncidentaCy there Is concealed in
the proposition an argument which
may later be taken up by the opponeets of government owaerahlp of
railroads. The offer will permit these
opponents to argue that the government, In Its experiment with the ownership of the poets, has failed to reach
that stage of perfection possible tinder private ownership,
HIYIEL ARRIVALS.
Pelmer—T. W. Scott, St. Louis: H.
E. Glendoe, $t. Louis; William Knapp
Cincinnati; N. Layman, New York:
E. W. Higley, Louisville: H. A. Keyee,
Dyersburg, Tenn.; L. F. Owens. Memphis; W. F. Purdy, Jr.. Ba nda ma ; C.
4-14, Metier, Boston: M. I. Strouse, Baltimore: G. G. Bateman, Jeippa, III.;
J. G. Lovett, Benton; MrD Ferguson, IA Center; W. M. Sullivan, Wick
Ii; A. B. Waggoner, Philadelphia.
Belvedere—R. A Bat rd , St. Louis:
0. J. Borkopn, Chicago: W. N. Patterson. Wkison, Pa.; T. J. Baer, CinrInnati; W. M. Wheeler, St. 'Louis:
T
That. Paltank. Gave-In-Rock,
C. Patterson Wilson Ps.
on Varclanian,
Congressman John Sharp th'illiatus
in a speech At Wathall, Mists, declared that' Gee/ Vardaman was "i
monomaniac on the negro question
and not in aerord with the sentiment
of the south."

11111111011111=1.1111111•1111•11111111111111•1111111F

New
uarters
210
Broad=
way

Lines of Monogram a n d Fancy
Stationery and Calling Cards for Christmas

Splendid

A New Department

W

E have just opened a new department, which you must see, as you won't
find what we have here anywhere else in Paducah, that is in the comp teness of its showings.

The Christmas boxes of fancy stationery are in fancy boxes, done in holly,
mistletoe and other pretty designs. The paper is the finest bond, the envelopes
the very latest style, and they are also put up in beautiful style. Priers from
50e to $1.75.
Then we will furnish )ou two quires of paper and envelopes, and die in one
in* two letters for any monogram, the beat white linen paper, for only $1.00.
Five quires of the seine for only tr2.25.
100 Script Calling Cards $1.50.
100 Shaded Old English Calling Cards PAO,
We also have a big variety of Christmas Souvenir Postals.
eeting Cards, Holiday Labels for your bundles and Christmas Napkins and other
novelties. You should see this department to appreciate what we have.

Japanese A me i c an
Musical Comedy

F

CheKentucky

A Shoe That
Pinches

110TH PHONES 348.

RETURN OF THE FAVORITES

T(I=N IGHT
"A QUAKER TRAGEDY"

riiirifortable except by losing it,,
shape. That is why a istsitng
style requires a perfect tiL
The Stetson Shoe is first made
tit tit. Rack of this Is the
earefuliy selected leather and
the particular workinallehlp
which ['lakes that perfe,t tit
last as long as the shies.
Made i a all styles and leathers

44f IMMO. t•ilt•Otot Ot•Vollit

Thanksgiving Matinee
The

Dern-Burdette
Stock Company
.o

A

Thursday meta - 11 hen the bells
Toll."
Thursday ruatinee—"A Homespun
Heart."
Friday night---"A Mountain Out
law."
IXTRA—First appearance het.
of the famous child sketch fUtist,
the Wheeler Sisters and AI VI/di
oriental magician.
LADIES
11-11REE
night under !he ostit I ilinditions.

$5.00 to $6.00
COCHRAN SHOE CO.
.101; Broadway.
''Orte Pair Sellm .frinther—That'x Ihirdita."

LANDERS,ERAKY & CLARKS
CUTLERY
MAKES CARV1NO
A PLEASURE

Monday Night. Dec. 3
dill J. Block Amusement Co.
l'resents the Big Musical
Extravaganza

Monday
THE LAND OF NOD
Morning,
With
December 3. William Blaisdell
arid
Ready
Georgia Bryton
and
for
Metropolitan Cast
Business Company of 75
at 9
Chorus 40
The some original proO'clock duction
as played for one
With a New Cast and Production.

'rsula March as "The Chorus Girl."
Anna McNabb as "Bonnie."
Adele Oswald as "Jack of Hearts."
Knox Wilmer) as "April Fool."
Neil McNeill to,"Welsh Rarebit"
George Fox as 'Man in the Moon."
And a singing and dancing chorus Of
sixty girls and buys.

City after a record run
of 27 weeks in
Chicago.

• .1

, ,
I

•

yggemageeememegmaiegmaaumay

••••

PRICES
Night---$1.50, $1.00, 75c,
50c, 25c.
Matinee, $1, 75c, 50c.
Seats on

sale Thursday

$1,25 to $12.

L. W. Henneberger Co.

3

Incorpor•t•d
I
;
"The House of Quality" sign of
$e
4110ale e

tie fig Moltk

a. m.

solid year at the . Lyric
theatre, New York; six
months at Garrick theatre, Chicago.
The only company precenting this musical gaiety this season.

•

SiOUrlitty 9

,

(

Prices: 23,:13, 50, 75, $.1 and $1.30
Seat. on sale

Don't put yourself in a bad
humor Thanksgiving day by trying to carve the turkey with a
worthless carver. A complete
assortment of this celebrate ii
make just received.

•

Now headed for New York

A monogram in one or two letters
In any color of Ink, and two quires
of paver for only a dollar, a special
for Christmas, at The Sun office.

Love never knows hardship, even
when it meets it.

Saturday
Matinee and
Night
December
The big society and
musical event
The beautiful and
brilliant

The
Mechanics
and
Farmers
Savings
Bank
Will move
Into Its

brzwed.

Mrs. Austin's Quick-Raising Buckwheat makes tender, crispy, brown
cakes. Your grocer can tell you al
about It.
••
•
Turkey Shooting.
Inside Fair Grounds. Werinesdey
and Thursday.

Rudy, Phillips A Co.

110TH PHONES 31$.

Changes In Big Institution at Syndicate Otters To Take ConFrankfort.
tract And Pay For It.
4

PAGE THREE.
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HOULD you have the misfortune to have to buy

anything in this line, we are closing out the entire line of the Paducah Undertaking Company at
cost. This means your bill cut half in two. Embalming and regular service rendered day or night.

S. P.POOL
108 South Third Stroot.

Both Phonem 110

Christmas
Is almost here. Don't forget to set
our handsome line of Jewelry, embracing all sorts of appropriate
Presents. Remember that we are
not on Broadway, consequently OW
prices are not go high and our good
are of the same quality as those
carried lir the high-priced Jewelers.
It will he to your interest to conic
ar)(1- me us. Nest dont he Sun office

Parrish c Parrish
1t3 South Third Stmt

OUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
AMBULANCE FOR SI(...;IC DR INJURED
Open Day and Night.
New Phone 434.
Old Phone 699
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN, TEN CENTS A WEEK

r
THE PADUCAH 1-'1;NiNi SUN.

PAGE POIllt.

WEDNESDAY. NOVENdllit
dMi.....11••••••••••

Seasme

man has a
to think as be
tlx Pabucab Zun. pleases, butright
a man hi aseumlog the
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY

BY THE SUN PUBLISHING CO.
INF.couroKATED
M. FIsHirdt. President

attitude of the wolf im sheep's cluthing, when he enters the fold acknowledging belief In certain doetrinee, then takee advantage of his
Position to inculcate views that not
only controvert the tenets of the
church, bat actually ondertnine the
Whole foundation of the Christian religion, with its civilisation and snor
code. When men of Dr.`
trend of mind can offer Us "something
better than the Chreglau
. but until
we may listen to them ,
,then life Is too abort. and salvation
too sweet to %este prectousi moments
in vista argument atid mettle* protest.

PAXTON,
General Manager.
_
StilISCRIPTION RATES.
i.utntered at the postollIce at Paducah.
Ky., as secdtrid class matter.)
THE DAILY SUN
$ .10
By carrier, per week
40
mall, per month, in advance
CIO
advance
In
mall, per year.
THE MEEKLY SUN
$1.00
er year. by mail. postage pald
Address THE.. 4'N, Pielucah.,KY.
Phones 358
oaks. 115 south- bird.
Payne & Young.loago and New
terk representatives.
•THIC BUN can be found at the followplaces:
D. Clements A Co.
It will be a pity, if through the
Van Cahn Bros.
Palmer House.
law's delay Lawyer Albert Patrick
John Wilhelm's.
die* 0/ old age before he gets his
sentence committed to life imprisonment.

'It

WElogi -04)11, Not'EMBER ZS.
CHICt 1. TION STATICMENT.
Og tober--1006.

IN THE COURTS
Phli Abbott Indicted.
The making out of the criminal
docket for December term of :McCracken circuit court developed the
act that Phil J. Abbott, the absconding teller of the American-German
National bank, is under Indictment in
the state court for grand larceny.
Abbott left Paducah suddenly In August eith 17.1'40 of the bank's reserve fund in his posseselon.
The docket this term will be short.
Cicero Anderson and Ed Scott are to
be tried for alleged murder. Anderson shot and killed John Mix, and
fig:ett shot and killed Charle's Stewart,
Other eases on the docket are for
lessor offenses.

Two Judgments Entered.
A New York dispatch Hayti that
This Is vaesUion for Circuit Judge
Caruso Is in fine voice. Maybe an, William Reed but he took up two
but he hasn't recovered his termer.
judgcases yesterday add entered
metes.
SEATTLE SITS IN JUDGMENT.
In the case of the Belknap HardThe turning down by the voters 01 were coutpany, of Lonieville. against
Seattle of the proposition to bond the E, Rehkopf Saddlery company, a
the city for a municipal street rail- judgment for the recovery of goods
way was as decisive as it was unex- was entered.
pected. Probably no ctty In the unIn the ease of the Paducah Bankion could have been selected for a
ing company against W. S. Hickman
were
condition's
test vote where the
and Elmer Davis, a judgment for
apparently more favorable for a de
Enforcement of
$60e was entered
ownermunicipal
favor
of
cision in
a lieu was ordered to settle the
ship, except for the fact that the
amount.
present traction company has in maas
Rachael Gordon has qualified
ny ways shown a real desire to serve administrates of
the
of
estate
the public, and that the city has al- Ezekiel Gordon.
ready tasted the delights of munici-

L
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River Stages.
.36.3 0.1 rise
Cairo
7.7 0.11 fall
Chattanooga
...... 23.6 2.9 fail
Cinotheatl
Evansville
...... 38.9 1.1 fall
11.5 3.3 fall
Florence
Johnsonville
24.8 1.0 rise
9.1 0.6 fall
Louisville
.11.3 1.4 fa
Mt. CarMel
Nashville .........15.8 4.6 fall
3.7 0.6 fall
Pittsburg ..
Davis Island ;Am-missing.
9 0 ... StS1
St. Louis
.28.6 0.6 fall
Mt. Vernon
32.4 0.4 fall
Paducah
was
The first fail time the 18th
registered on the gauge this morning. The elver fell .4 in the last 24
'hours, the stage being 32.4. Buse
nese at the wharf was quiet this
morning.
Annual wintering of Missisicippi
river boats in Paducah's harbor began yesterday afternoon with the arrival of the Cape Girardeau from St.
deCulloch
Louis. Captain Joseph
piloted the Cape Girardeau to this
city and it will be tied up a little
above the mouth of the Teneemee
river. Later on, other boats of the
Leyhe line which run between St.
Louie and points on the Mississippi
and Illinois 'rivers, will arrive to haris
bor bere while the MisalipMppi
filled with ice
Among them will be
the Bald Eagle. Spread Eagle and
Grey F.agle. Repairs will be made
to the boats while here,

IF YOU

TOUCH

g;iiee
t

yourtongue to

ALUM
an,, to-k

•5

in the glass-you will see the effect-You can't help Puckering-it makes you pucker
to think of tasting it
By the use of: so called cheap Baking
'Powders you-take thivpuckering, injurious Alum
righ,t, into 'your system-you 'injure digestion
And 'Sulu your, stomach:

AVOID AWN

1
.31/se
17
3932
2
.3891
18
3935
3 .......3963
19
4133
4
.3963
20
3933
.3986
22
4476
.3980
23
4490
a
.3962
24
4536
•
.3955
25
4032
10
.3953
26
3949
11
.3959
27
3942
12
.3977
29
3925
13
.3979
30
3941
15 . re -.3960
31
3929
3925
16
Total
108,495
Average for October, 1906....4018
Average for October, 1905.-3612 pal ownership.
rerence E. Greenlee tiled suit toThe Ohio river packets usually do
Seattle has owned its waterworks
day aeallot. Bert Gholson for $2:•0
arcount of the tee, bat
topul
on
ownsev
e
Inerease
406 since 1890. In 1902 a bond Issue of
damages. He alleges that a team be- the torbt
meat here to the raou4,1,
ees
$590.000 for a municipal electric
winter.
river in
ntnttha
Personalty appeared before me, light plant was carried by a majori- longing to Gholson, collided with his o
horse In November at Ninth street Comparatively few of them stay In well for Capt. Taylor to stipulate
this Nov. 1, 1906, E. J Paxton, genty of 6.697 in a total vote of lees
eral manager of The Sun. who afand Broadway. He "ues for veteri- the -Duck's Nest.' which is below that the newspaper men are not tp
$10,000, For extension of this
firms that the above statement of than
nary surgeon's bill, damage to the the spot where the !gybe line har- talk shop on the trip, for a motley
$250,000
was
the circulation of The Sun for the Plant a bond issue of
horse, loss Of time and damage to bor'''. The Illinois Central transfer crowd would be together.
Month of Oct., 1906, is true to the voted in 1905, and another of $300,his buggy
The Cape Girardeau, of the Leone
boats. Osborn and De Koven, are
o4h
best of tee iniewtedge-and belief.15* dstrhsg -the prevent year,argradually rotting away. dose- of iteiM boa ts, of RI T.O
up
there
tied
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
practically without opposition. This
Deeds Filed.
The OltY of Memphis could not be ri ved at Paducah esterday and has
My COU/11111b,un expires January city is also the headquarters of the
22..190S.
J. M. Worten to J N. Pryor prop- gotten ready fin time to leave tbls gone into winter quarter's at the
Socialist party in the state, which in
Re- Duck's Nest above the city in Tenneserty
in 'W'orten's South
Side addi- evening in the Clyde's place.
the last presidential election cast
pairs to the machinery and a new see river. This is the first of the
Daily Thought.
tion,
$400.
N.000 votes for Debs out -of a total
coat of paint will be made to the boats to arrive. Others will follow
''It is bg*t. ." have tried and vote of 145,000.. Moreover, while
Memphis. As the river is too Mgt until the entire fleet is here for the
In Pollee Court.
failed than tle“.r tO have tried at Seattle is normally Republican by an
for
the Clyde to be taken out on the winter. The Letehe fleet has beea
011ie Catlett, colored, eas held
all.',
overwhelming majority, at the elec.
Brings to mind the dinner parties, theater parties,
ways, the delay will not be important. sintering at Duck's _Neat for niallY
tion last spring a Democrat, nomi- over this mornIng to the grand jury The
back from Joppe. at years.
came
Clyde
and other functions 'Which will occur during the
balls
THE leletTli Ols VIRTUE
malicious
nated by the Municipal Ownership under a $3000 bond for
this' morning and wall leave
Joe Ballard, one of the best kdown
holiday season now upon 1114 and the many little fixAlthough the thought In the minds party on s platform coating for subs sbootinig. lie shot Levy Trice, col- 8 o'clock
this evening at 6 o'clock for the Ten- and most popular clerks on the river,
of tbogic who instituted she crusade, missien to the people of the (tactics* ored, two weeks ago,
ings which stamp you as a well-groomed man or
river.
nessee
will occupy the (Aloe on the ChattaPennington,
which resulted In Judge Reed's order
Wesley
colored,
was
otherwise.
project, defeated his Republican ofe
The ealrillo passed out .YestertraY nooga in the Chattanooga and Ten:
for the evacuation of Kentucky aveheld under a $2sie bond for neslieiouge
ponent the Demorrats placing no
Full Dream, Tuxedo and Prince Albert Suits will
nue by the habitues of the red light.
le cutting Walter Shttnnon, colored, afternoon with the biggest trip that nessee elver trade... . The Chattacandidate in the flee!.
. Lige Mathews, leaves
boat .has had in month*. Some of nooga, Cue,
all be brought into play, and it is important that they
was only to clean out that
on the ear.
section.
With a succession of victories beAlbert Rogers, a young boy, was the items of freight ''were: 5.077 here Thursday at noon on her first
beceure of its publicity and proximity
be correct in every detail. For instance, your old
hind them the municipal ownership granted a coot Meta nee on a charge sacks of peasii ta; 140,000 feet. • of trip in the Chattamoga trade. .be
. to the achools; Hbraty, churehes and
Dress Snit or Tuxedo will no longer be strictly up-tothe main thoroughfare. the result of advocates threw the whole strength of obtaining money by false peetenw lumber: lee bales oda cotton. sad will enter the trade under most flatThe new evening coats have longer rolls and
snuff.
into se
Tie it alleged to have stolen a 425 farces of cotton seed. The little tering prospects, Slia leaves with a.
their work proitatves to be a moral of their excellent organization
the now Tuxedo Coats have peaked
lapels;
wider
some
people.
the
street
railway
contest
trip
of
freight
and
They bicycle front the son of Joe A. Gard- freight received was consigned
to fine
awakening in Paducah of limitless
running
have
a
Chattanooga
will
purchased
The
lapels.
_amounts
of
adverlarge
St.
Louie.
ner, and sold it to Cearles Norwood,
poselbilfties. There is an old saying
teed!, the John A, Patthat it is always darkest just before tising space In the daily papers, and a second-hand dealer:
The George Cowling resumed the nlate In the
We have Dress Suits here at $25, $35 and $40;
built at Howard's
ton,
now
being
showed
other
evidences
of
being
well
the dagn; which, interpreted, means
Metropolis-Padiesth tripe this mornTuxedos
at $25 and $35; Prince Albert Coats and
and she will leave here for Chattathat people do not enihritee reforms supplied with fends, to which the
ing.
Notice.
Vests
at
$20, $25 and $30-low enough in price for
on
or
nooga and Tennessee river
until conditions become" unbearable Seattle Times states. Mayor JohnThe litettorff arrived this morning
All members Ingleside, No. 17,
-Courier-JourDecember
15
about
young
fellow who keeps in touch with the conany
son.
of
WflIlam
RanCleveland.
and
For that reaeon reforms usually come
lift-erre Lodge, are requested to be from Clarksville and left at noon
nal.
ventions, yet fine enough to please the man who paid
sat the neat unexpected times, and dolph Hearst were liberal contribu- present at the regular meeting, to- for Nashville.
surprise a let of people who woeld tors
a merchant tailor $75 for his last suit.
For the first time in wenks, the
night, as there is went to be done
The result of the campaign of PdOfficial Forecasts.
beve been right at the fore front, had
LILLIAN HUTCHINS, Noble Brand. John S. Hopkins Capt. E W. BewYou may belupplied in this direction, however.
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt.
they-1(1'0*n
movement ueatIon_lkat was vigorously waged
rgtorm
ley in command, left on time for EyI,UCY ORR. See.
and
in
that case the new full dress requieites will hey*:
*ram going to succeed. This Portico- by both sides for several weeks was
ansvir.e. ,
esterday morning at
11 Vernon, will fall rapidly during the
Paduceh
will
next
for you.
several
days.
At
interest
more
lar moral ripple in the complacent the defeat of municipal ownership
o'clock. Capt. Bewley flaya he is gopool of public sentiment was agitated by a clear majority of 1437 out of
ing to keep on time now The Joe commence falling tonight. At Cairo
Thursday night is the Thanksgiving German and
Fowler was today's firransville packet. will continue rising during the next
info toeing be the precipitation of a about 13.000 votes (est The deciOn chances to one that, if you were to investiit's
stand,
then
'hours,
come
to
a
fall.
siveness
of
1.2
the
midst
of
the
'defeat
Is
more
lot of done of iniquit iu
apThe Inverness of the
Ayer-Lord
gate, you would find yourself short of some real necesThe Tennessee at Florence will
parent when. it is understood that
decent neighborhoods.
fleet is tied utefor repairs. The new
Johnsonville
will
fall
rapidly
At
ties, studs, hose or something. Our
fi0
sity-shirts,
per
cent,
of
the
votes
east
were
shaft on the Castali• was put in place
They injure the value of property',
commence falling today.
today.
first and then see
suggestion is to investigate
they degrade a neighborhood ',oxtail . necessary for adoption, while only
The Mississippi from below St.
Blindtold a stranger and take him
they create an =pore atmosphere for 45 per rent, of the vnteepere in faWE1LLE.
no material change
down to the Paducah he compage:e Louis to Cairo
our girls to live in --they are alto- vor of it.
holing.
In the Shoe Department, Bow Porups$6.00.
dieing
the
next
24
The
Cleveland
Leader,
replant
after
mi(Flect
street,
take
the
bee&
gether impossible. "Frontier comviewing the situation, Sating It up as
age off hie eyes. and be might suptnitteen" to devise ways and 17144'.4
In the Furnishing Department, Manhattan Shirts,
Mee that he was, In Holland. Fre- HOLDS RESORT OWNER8
for proterenn agalnet the menage follows:
$2.50, Mae.Hurdle Shirt with patent strap back, 11.50.
quently men, wearing great wooden
"It Is one thing to cheer for mumark the first step. When it is dieKeiser's, W. 0. Horne, Stag Brand and Ooodforin
shoes lee the kind worn by Relined- Court itulegg Landlords Must Pay the
revered that they will have a pet-main- nicipal ownership on general princiTies, 25c and-50c.
Patent
fiambling.
around
the
LOW4
Incurred
In
era,
walking
may
be seen
ant wateit to keep, and every section ples or As an ahltract proposition.
There is great satisfaction
building. These shoe, are to keep
of the city is selfIshlyeerterested in That costs nothing. It Is a different
Full Dress Vests, $2.50, 13.50 and $5.00.
in knowing that every detail
the feet from freezing In the ice-cold
the suet-Wm -warfare againet bawdy matter to vote for the issue of bonds
Marysville. 0., Nov. 28.-Owneng
•
of your evening dress is just
Protectors in Silk, Barathea and Penn de Soie,
pleat.
boogies, somethiag will happen. We which the -people must pay for the
of huildiugs used as bucket-shops are
right, as nothing bespeaks a
The Wilford Reeved
yesterday liable for the losses In such places,
$1.00 to $5 00.
don't eredict what will happen, but sake of trying a municipal ownerman's taste like his dress on
from the Obto river with a tow *of according to a decision by the circuit
Paducah is on the verge of an linnet, ship experiment."
Silk and Opera Hate, $5.00 to $7.50.
coal.
such occasions.
morals.
id experience iii mtinieipal
In this connection it is worthy-of
court today. Jesse S. Kagy and J.
'the
Dick
Fowler
had
a
light
trip
movements note that a similar adverse vote In
reform
Only two more days in which to get ready. ReUsually such
M. and Percy Sanders, of Richerocxl,
How often do you see some
to Cairo this morning,
originate or (eliminate In the election Denver at the May election has eviwho own a building in which George
member that.
fine young fellow display his
Captain Taylor at the dry docks Baker had a bucket-shop were held
. of a crank with the idea of purging dently been accepted as Anal, as the
ignorance of good form by
as he is going to take all the news- 'responsible by the court for $776 toe
the city. hut who succeeds only in politioal platforms for the Noveme selection of his c
- ollar, or
paper men out on his new gasoline there by F. 0. Peney. .
habitues ber election made no reference to
dispensing tie red
light
tie,
or
vest,
or
some
minor
launch when It is completed, end In
and infecting every section of the city the subject
It Is
becoming daily
article of apparel.
ehat way expects to get favorable
with their.preeence. Paclucahla move- Wore evident that the American peopress witness of his boat. It will be
ment- starts right where the others ple are averse to mortgaging their
The man, however, who
liserve off. People of all sections of homes to provide soft snaps for poll.
gets his evening -requisites
YOU 110111*TaHnVIE TO Walt
the city, save in the Immediate viein ticians in charge of public utilities.
Seery dose makes yogi feel better. Lag- Fog
from us can rest assured that
keens your whole Insides right. Sold as the
ity of Kentucky avenue, and those -Lexington Leader.
Le will have just what Fashion
slosey-berk Vas everywhere Price 50 nett
who have daughters going to the
of the finished product is $4,443,223, the value of the finished product, Padictates is proper. Mr inWashington school building, were
Lost.
an increase of $1,466,292, or 50 per ducah Is advancing faster than any
Relief for Rheumatism.
stance:
quite unmoved by the presence in the
fen Broadway between
cent' Here, It Is evident that the City in the state with the single exFraThese damp days are hard on peo(Continued from page one.)
hear( of Paducah of a distenet zone of ternity blending and slit Broadway ,
selling
price of the product has in- ception of Louisville.
ple afflicted with rheumatism, and
The E. & W. Dress Shirts.
vim: but they are terribly eXereleod a roe or money. containing $141.
creased in a proportion 'faster than
At every one of these points In
relief is sought in all sorts of remeLexington, on the other hand, child
The E. & W' Collars.
because the denizen"' are wet t7e.regi. etoe, 4n 101111 lend one pension check
the cost of material. For, while the manufacturing Paducah showed
dies.
a
cent,
while
in
The outcome of it sell may he watched for $36 payable to Leroy
Bement.
The Parker & Finn Dress
40 gain, and not a single gain is Aces
There is no.doule in the minds of labor increased 13 per
cost of the material increased
same
decreased
the
Covington
It
with Inlet-eve and in some quarters Finder will return to A. E, Boyd,
Reople who have suffered with the
per rent, the value of the prOduct than 20 per cent. The enormotte inTies.
dread disease and. those who have amount.
concern; for these who break the 217-219 Fraternity betiding and reIncreased 50 per cent.
crease of 71 per cant. in capital inThe Proper Reefers.
The statistics on the employment'
fondled it closely that probably more
Jaw may he broken by the law.
ceive reward
In Covington. the cost of material vested; the comparativrTe high inFowne's
Gloves.
manufactures,
also
are
women
relief
of
in
can
secured
from
be
the OsteoAO
increased the insignificant sum
of crease of 50 per cent iS tfteaniculnieg
Sets in. Pearls and Moonpathic treatment than any other.
interesting ,and show that generalincendiary Fire.
The I{Pt Algernon Crapsey, receases ly It Is on the increase. In Paducah, 1 per cent. asocompared with Pa- paid out In wages; and- the handcourse,
some
chronic
Of
Studs
stone
and
Rtittont
Fledgeport, 0., Nov. 28----- Fire
tor of Se Andrews church. in
won't yield to any treatment, but in- the employment of women Increased ducah'a increase of 40 per cent. And some increase of 50 per cent in the
Silk Hats.
Rochester, N. Y., who. was suspended probably of incendiary origin. destances of cases of seven and eight
the value qf the finished product In- value of the finished deoduct, show
no less than 150 per cent. In Lexof
the
from the Eplegeopal ministry for hes-o- stroyed the bust/tees section
years' standing yielding to three
that Paducah.
creased only It per cent, against an indisputably
for
When it comes from Cifltiose preaching. bows with creditable village of Belmont early this mornmonths' treatments can be cited. If ington it increased 100 per cent, and Increase of 50 per cent In Paducah, some reason is growing faster than
per
cent,
ail
In
Covington
only
14
number
hnsiness
you are suffering of rheumatism, I
of
houies
ley's you know it's right.
grace to the will of the church and ing. A
any city in the state, excepting LouPaducah Advancing Rapidly.
sheuld like to discugge your case with for a period of five years. 388 were
resigns, but from his latest statement and dwellings were burned .The loss
It is evident that in the number isville.
you, examine you and tell you what employed in Paducah In 1905.
it is manifest that he should have is over $100,000.
I can do for you. With the dry hot
of
DPW plants secured. in the amount
The bulletin from which these et/tMaterial.
Cost of Raw
L
resigned before he exposed his new
air treatment that I use Stith (Weeof capital invested in those.elants,in eethe have been taken is, No. 57, of
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material
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public
view.
found _doctrine to
Mahe I am having very gratifying In
these factories was $1,845,201. the number of wage-earners employ- the aeries leaned by the department
nray believe what he ems about the GIVING 1.1 ACHEON AND DINNER
SI.O•cfgas with people you know well.
That
is aneincresse of $509,855 in ed, In the amount of wages paid out, of commerce and labor, bursae of
"fiction of the origin of Jesus," but AT HAWhi Vs' CAFE. 117 ItROA11Dr. G. 13 Froage, 516 flroadway.
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Proper
Things for
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Wear

PADUCAH LEADS
SECOND CLASS CITIES
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Our Cut Price Suit Sale
starts today and continues
all this week. See page
four for the details.

317
Broadway

317
Broadway

Exclusive Ready-to-Wear.

LOC.11 LINES.

--For Dr. Pendley ring 4111.
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-2
Broadway. Phone 196.
--Messrs. Gu9 G. Singleton and L.
D. Potter are contemplating going
to Arkansas to join a party of hunte Robertson, of
ers -headed by G
has been in the
this City. Robert
weeks
wilds of Arkansas, several
and has killed several bears, deer
and other large game Messrs. Singleton and Potter will leave probably tomorrow.
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 290
Fraternity building.
-- Dr. W. H. Pitcher, formerly of
Paducah, has bought out the dental
business of Dr. G. .1 Roberts at Racine and Lincoln avenue and Diverresey boulevard in Chicago. He
f-entry- went to the Windy City Mar
His
with
Paducah and is pleased

ritit; rms.

THE PADUCAII EVENING SUN.

and Trimble streets *et night and
discussed' plans to thwart the Invasion by women of the "red light" dietrict of the First and Second wards.
Plans were outlined but not made
public. The committee is to meet
again Friday night.
Holiday designs in Christmas paper napkins for 1Cte a dozen at The
Sun office. Suitable to wrap your
Chrlatnass gifts In.
- -Tomorrow there will be no police court on account of Thanksgiving. The county clerk Will loee his
office In the afternoon as eye, will
the circuit clerk and other court officials
-Five hundred score cards for
sale at The Sun office--twenty-five
cents eaeh.
--Candle, always fresh and delicious at Hawkins' Cafe and Confec-

tionery. 417 ,Broadway.
Holiday designs In Christmas paper napkins for lec a dozen at The
Sun office. Suitable to wrap your
Ctrrietenne rifts in. --Friday D A. Cross will address
4he Red Men on "Charity." On Deprospects.
of the
-It is now time to plant fall cember 10 the celebration
will
bulbs for spring blooming. We have seventh anniversa4 of the tribe
all kinds, C. L. Bronson & Co., 529 be celebrated be ar open session.
Broadway.
-Large line unredeemed pledges
watches.
--Fred (*win a native born Eng- -Diamonds, high-grade
lishman, yesterday received the bal- genuine Parker Bros. & Smith shotance of $2,000 left him by an aunt guns, pistols. etc., at half price. Ike
in England :ast summer. Oswin is Cohen, 106 S. Second street.
-The Noe. 3 and 4 tire cornpeales
employed at a hotel.
-The Sun office is prepared to were called to 3140 North Twelfth
furnish the very latest things in en- [treat at 11 rOolock this morneig.
graved or printed calling cards and The roof west *Are but no damage was
invitations of any sort, and Is mak- done. The house is owned by WI:

i

and
Plas4aio4 IrenSe

THANKSGIVING

Pespie

l'hodarioda .41011/0

r.1.1.

Thanksgiving Cotillion,
Tee Cotiliion club will have its
Thanksgiving germen this evening
at the Palmer !tome
It will be a
large affair and the dancing room
ell) be sttractively oecorated for the
occasion. Denying will begin at 9
o'clock and the german will be led by
Mr. Roy L. Cully
There well be seven favor figures ae
follows: Fe-se, our president sees
things; second, stationery and revolyrhie: third, 'her mug and his mug:
fourth, lelliputiane; fifth, United
States mails and
males:
Cotillion
sixth, 'Mums and muinm's., 'seventh.
the latest thing out -A night cap.
Thanksgiving Itecept ion.
The Home of the Friendlees is haying the annual Thanksgiving reception this afternoon from 3 to:5 at the
Home. Them have been features of
the Hcnue each year since it was first
started 'here. The board of lady managers is the reception committee.
Plemant Occlusion,
The "Gypsy social" given by the
Philathean club of the First Baptist
church last evening at tee St Nicholas Hotel. wee a largely attended afThere were many unique and
fair
enjoyable features during the evening, and refreshments were served.

SERVICES Alla, HE HELD IN
MOST ()9' THE l'HUKCHES.

Elaborate alutical lOrogrent for Find
lOstobyterian--.41 Sunrise
Prayer Meeting.

Sunrise Thankegiving service., will
be held tomorrow morning at 6:34)
o'clock at the Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian chereb, under the auspices
of the Christian Endeavor
.sill be a Thanksgiving servThere
ice at the First Baptist church tomorrow at 11 a. III. Rev. Calvin Thompson, D. D., the pastor, will preach a
sermon appropriate to the seaeon.
Lapecial Thanksgiving sermon In
English tomorrow at la:3-0 a. m at
the Evangel:1ml church out South
Fifth street, by the Rev. William
Bourquita, pastor.
There will be the meteor Menkegiving service toinorroe at lie 45 a.
tn. at Grace Epieeopei church with
sermon by the rector, the Rev. David
Cady Wright.
•
There will be a service known as
"Old People's Meeting" at the MeEpiscopal
Methodist
chanicsburg
2
at
church tomorrow afternoon
Regular "Thanksgiving"
o'clock
sermon at 7:30 p. m,
The Luther League of the German I.utheran church will meet tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock with
Miss Katie Baker, 1617 gouth Ninth

Card Party to Mr'. Halley,
Mhos Ciaribel Rieke and miss Carrie Rieke are entertaining this afternoon at cards ot their home at Kentucky avenue and Sixth street, In compliment to their house guest, Mrs.
William Owen Bailey. of Louievilel, street.

Tool Cabine

AT THE KENTUClil.
Matime-FanSaturday night and
tans.
DePew Burdnete Stock Company.
The DePew-Berdette Stock coin
patty opened for a return engagement
at The Kentucky theater for four
nIghta last night, with a matinee on
Thanksgiving day. They present two
new plays, "A Quaker Tragedy," a
four-act comedy, and "When the Bell
Toils," a melodrama. "A Homespun
Heart" will be the Thanksgiving offering. All the old favorites are in
the oast, and in addition nee
ties will be Introduced by the 11'heeler sisters and Al %aide
Thee was a big house leer night.
A turkey will be given at each Performance tomorrow.
'ehe bill for tonight at The Kentucky is, "A Quaker Tragedy."
"Is'a n owe** Saturday.
Charlet.; Swichard, as the (unmet,dore and father of Santana, has a
is
magnificent baritone voice and
given rare opportunities to display
his manly talent. William Blaisdell.
as the bogus count, is agile and
boundiugly energetic and As extremely funny in the part. Miss Nottnia
Bell, who portrays the character of
a New York society belie, is beautiful
and is the possessor of a rich soprano
yoke. Miss Josephine Newman, Miss
Edith French, Maynte Dupont, Eva
Grau and Frances Sears are all given
ample opportunity to show their
theatrical ability'. The chorus is composed of seventy-five of the most at&settle show girls that have ever RPTaking the
petered in New York.
production as a whole It Is, without
question, one of the most elaborate.
mammoth and beautiful that has ever
been produced here. At The Kentucky Saturday matinee and night

We have a few RUN KYIOR Tool Cabinets which contain
AMR Quality.
a practical selection of tools-all of
When you have a RUN IlliffiR Tool Cabinet there is a
place for everything and you will not only have a complete
set of the best tools on earth, but they will be so conveniently arranged that it will be easy to keep them clean and
in first class condition.

nut

A very nice Christmas
present.

1

KEEN KUTTER GOODS
Are always acceptable Xmas present*. Hart is the exclusive
sales agent for them. Hart opens this week a fine line of good,
useful, desirable gifts at small prices.

GEO. O. HART & SONS CO.

Sunday School Rally.
There will be • Sunday school conphone 127.
vention of- the Eighth magisterial dieFOR SALE-One child's crib and
triet bold at the Methodist church of
mattress, one high (hair, one toilet
Woodville on Thanksgiving night.
chair, one baby, wa:ker, cheap Apply
The Rev, Aniliem Bourquin, county
Goodwin Moot Testify.
24024 Meyers street. Mechanicsburg
president, win be pieseent, and ea
New York, Nov. 28 -Dertriet AtOld phone 1548.
'interesting program has been ar- torney Jerome, today summoned beJ. E. MORUAN, blacksmith, 409
NOW IS THE accepted time for
lard Party for floret.
ranged. AR the Sunday schools in fore hint the eatable!: of a large Poolto look about your fire and torna- S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
etlei
Mrs Mohr Michael, of 320 North this district wre urged to be present, room in the serenity or Fourteenth
do insurance, as fall and winter are work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
Seventh street, will entertain at mortis and the public is Invited to attend. street, wee paid out $60 a mesa in
Remember the old and re- for Bore stone side wire tires, the
coming
tomorrow afternoon coMplimentary
blackmail levied, it L4 alleged, by the liable
Friedman insurance Agency, best rubber tires made.
Floe Presbyterian.
police. Nat C Goodwin, the carter, Office No 128 South Third street. Ofto her guest, Miss Rose Bodenteimer,
FOR SAI.E-Vacant lots on Hat
The Thanksgiving serviced at the who, it Is claimed, won a large aunt
of Ames. Ion'a.
Residence risen between Thirteenth and Focr
fice telephone No. 940.
First Presbyterian church will begin from Theodore Barrett, of Louisville,
phone No 1581. We represent some teenth streets, $375 each. H. C. Hoe
at 10:30 o'clock and the follow's/ at faro and rutting the cards In an of the oldest and beat insurance cOnle
W. O. W. Receptiou.
line, Trueheart building. Telephone!
The reception given by Olive camp. musical program will be rendered: uptown gambling estableihinoni, also Panics, which are paying their loses@
127.'
at
lie
Lord's
night
the
jury
last
is
World.
Earth
the
The
grand
the
Anthem,
yvae called before
Woodmen of
promptly. We protect your interests,
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL--Masoo
must tell where the game took place. and you better be safe than sort/.
(Stout.)
their hall on North Fourth street,
ry and concrete work a specialty.
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TODAY'S MARKETS

Our
Pure Gum
Seamless
Hot Water Bottles
and
Fountain Syringes

MEMORY IS MONEY
TO THE TAX PAYER

For a Gift

roe.

R. W.WALKER CO.

STEINFELO OPTICAL CO,

•

--twmitsillER

T. C.

1.61-1,4

e

•

lie

•

I— Children have
tender stomachs

WILL BE DEBATES . For Bronchitis SPICY EVIDENCE
IN DIVORCE CASE
AT THIS SESSION

Most Physics are Dangerous
A child's stomach is very tender and cannot
,Iigest tOod as well as an adult's,and neither can
.• stand tile explosive purgatives which adults
are otten persuaded to take for conitipation and
other stomaiih disorders. Many parents gise
their children au( h physics as salts, or the ordinary pills and tablets, that are pleasant to t, because of their taste. A child that is d..
with such physics soon forms a habit which it
continued means a permanent loss of health.
A physic will he constantly required to move
the bowels. Children do not object to taking

Dr.

Reform For Walks.

DOMINGO'S

TitelATY

nupin

Pepsin Syrup Co.

Monticello, Ill.

FAGTORIES

We make every style of shoe that
is worn. That ii.; one reason why we
can give you better value for the
money in Diamond Brand shoes
than is po-ssihle in factories Making
only one kind of shoe.
As we operate hve large plants, subdivided into seven
specialty factories, every in is of leather c:n he utili:ed in
sonic department and 44 e are enabled tu grade OtIr leather
to produce uniformly the higiteg quality without atm,.
Shoes.
\
Ask your dealer for Diamond BrOat

-Dimon sago(le
5110E.MAKtR5cli

WE MAKE MORE r/NE SHOES THAN
ANY OTHER MI/SE IN THE WEST

1.4

Hotel Marlborough ii
Broadway, 36th and 37th S 3.. Herald Square, New York
I ?••t,-1 on
•.• ••• ualk
. • ;.],•., lv
Cl cry
.

I

•

!.1

tot

in

• Four Beautiful Ditung Rooms
with Capacity of 1200.

The FamoUA
German Restaurant
Brctidivat chief attraction fir rs:••
cial Food 1);shes a:1d Popular 1vi,

StITP. 1-Ott BOOK137.

SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY
PA

TAKE VINOL
it heals the bronchial tubes

For centuries 4, d-fa.hioned codliver oil has been prescribed ,by physicians the world over for coughs,
bronchtis, weak lungs and conaumption, but many could not take It on
account of the tutelage fatty, fishy
Oil which enveloped the medicinal
curatives and It often failed to help
those who could take it because it
upset the stomach
Anyone can take the delicious cod
liver preparation, Vinol, which contains all the medicinal curatives and
body-building elements of cod liver
oil actually taken from fresh cods'
livers, bue no WI or grease, and
wherever old-fashloned cod liver WI
or emulsions would do good, Vinol
will do far more good for all bronchial and lung troubles.
We ask every person In Paducah
suffering from chronic colds, coughs
bronchitis or weak lungs to try Vince on our guarantee. W. B. McPherson, Druggist
Note—While we are sole agents
for Vince in Pat:Mesh It is now for
sale at the leading drug store In
As a result of recommendations nearly every town and city in the
that will be contained in the presi- country. Look for the Vino! agency
dent's message there is eertain to be In your town
conelderable discussion of the prep
coition of progressive tax on inheri- ed for.
tances, and incomes, and also fedBoth breeches of congress have
eral etteeryision of corporations en- more or le
let(-over letisiatiou to
complete. 'The house late
at session
gaged in interstate business.
received from the senate the ship
Already at Work.
subsidy bill, but on sermon of the
A; a rule the leaders of congress
attitude of Speaker Cannon. General
consider themselves fortunate
if
Grosvenor, the chairman of the comthcy get through . the big supply
mittee on merchant marine and fishlei:, without much trouble by the
eries. was unable to report it out of
end of the session. and It in not on
his committee. It is the impression
their prepay, to undertake to enamong the incoming law-makers
act an
brand-new legislation.
In
that some sort of a ship subsidy bill
order to pass the appropriation bills
find Its way,to the statute books this
on time and In fairly decent shape
received from the senate the ship
111., various commIthbes have already
winter. Another bill that is bolt
: half
done a great deal of preliminary
a law prohibits contributions
for
work. The committee on rivers and
political Purposes from corporations,
harbors, for instance, held hearings
and it le expected the house will allast session and succeeded in gathias put its "0. K." on this.
ering most of the preparatory data
The senate. when It is not considessential to the drafting of
river
erate appropriation bills will occupy
and harbor bill. Thls meanlye wIll
Itself a great des: of the time this
carry between s:,o,000.noo sulk ago.winter in discustsion of the Santo Do(moms', of appropriations keit sinmingo treaty, which has been hangthorisallons for attar. contracts and
ing fire now for two sessions. Acting
the water ways in the region of the
under this convention, the adminisOuio 'alley will be properly provldtration
is complacently collectios
the revenue of the turbulent Republic and setting aside a ce Lain portion to satisfy the claims of foreign
creditors. The president is said to be
quite hopeful that the se ate wi t finally ratjfy this treaty and re:leve
him of his anxiety over It.

Lammas Mae. 4511 Ramo.
•••Su Rome $1.50 and wend. $2.00 . nd upward with turf, Parlor. Bedroom and Bath
$3.00 and upward. $1.00 clam w`..rs two eiwww• scrody•mole mem.
Cal

F

of Servant,. in. to Claud.-and Sun-eptitious
Sisses.

ii

TIERNP.Y, PA.r.•irrr

SOLONION
The Popular Price Tudor.

•

WELL KNOWS IN WASHINGTON.

Washington D. C., Nov. 2h. -Soule
spicy testimony was read In the
equity court today In the suit of
Charles C. Bassett, of the geological
survey, for divorce front Mrs. Fanny
Rice Bassett, daughter of former Senator Rim of Arkansas, In
which
Rev. E Lawrence Hunt te named as
co-rtpo nation t
Hattie Thom psor..
colored, who was once employed :II
the Bassett household, made a statement to the effect that she saw Mrs.
Bassett put her arms around Hunt's
neck and kiss 'him
Hugh Bent, a
night watchman at the Albermarl.e
apartment house, said Mr. Hunt
called at the Bassett apartment two
or three times a week during the
spring of 19.04 after Mr. Bassett had
gone as-a) on field work for the government. He specified that most of
the calls were made at night and
that on one occasion he saw Hunt depart from the Baesiett apartment beIseen e and 7 in the morning.
Called !every Morning.
According to the testimony of Dais
ma Duncan, a dressmaker employed
by Mrs. Bassett, on one oecasion Hunt
called upon Mrs Bassett seven of the
eight days when mho was there J tills
(tarter, who was. employed by Mrs
Bassett as cook, said: "Noe Mr. Bacanett came home when lifr Hunt was
in the parlor with Mrs. Bassett, and,.
when Mr. Bassett came In Mr Hunt'
stood behind the door. MT and Mrs.
Bassett went into the bedroom, anti
wit neQs opened the door for Mr. Hunt
to get out."
Says "No" pt Altar.
Sullivan, Id., Nov. 28.—It.was rethe wedding
ported here terries. Abet
_
of Andrew J. Hayes and Min Fannie
.
Crawford, both of Case township,
'its stoPeed suddenly yesterday when
the prospective bride said "no" instead of "see" when she wan asked
by the Rev. J. Ii Carnes if She would
take Hayes for her lawful husband.
Miss Crawford said that she had
changed her mind iii. regard to the
matter, so the wedding did not take
place.
!Seethe Front .eppendicitie.
decrease In the same ratio that the
use of Di. King's New Life Pulls increases. They have you from danger
and bring quick and painless release
from constipation and the Ole growing out of it. Strength and vigor always follow their use. Guaranteed
by all druggists. 25c. To them.
Tried to Blow Bank Sate.
Mention, Ohlo. Nov. 28.— A deseate but uneuctonetiful attempt was
made ear:y bilis morning to blow
open the. safe vault of the Metadon
bank in which was more than $75.0. Three charges of nitro glycerine were exploded. The interior of
w a; wrecked. Citizens
the hank
forced thrtit masked men to flee la ith -

ALWAYS WAR SICK.
When a man nays he always was
wick --trou hied with a cough that lamed all whitf T.-what would you thrnk
If he should say he never was sick
since using Ballard's Horehound Syruy
Path a man exists. Mr. .1. C. Clark,
Deaver. Col.. writes: -Tor years I was
troulolorl with a severe cough that
would last all winter. Tills cough left
ma in a rulatrable condition. I tried
Horehound Syrup and tin v•
hot had a sh k day since. That's what out boots'.
it did for ms."
80Id by all d." tit elAtr,

The es*. Wonder
$50,000,000 for Riven.
Prime for Chrietnute Suits to or.
Cures all kidney, bladder and !lieu
It Is expected that a rivers and matte troubles; sold by J. H Oebltier:'
harbors hill will be passed at the com- schlaeger, be' Hroadwny, Dr. Z. W
IRI11.00 ing session of congress. carrying an
Suits to order
Hall, office 2926 Olive street, St.
.
Suite to order
20.00 appropriation of about Voseoeseefro.
Louis. Ma
to-order
Suite
2.3.114
Pants so order
5.4NI
THERE IS NU REASON _
Mrs. Austin's Buckwheat has a
!Pante to order
6.00 Why your - baby sriould he -thin, ant
fretful during the night. Worms are woridrwide reputation on account of
'['snot to Trniel4
7,450 the CROPS-Or thin, sickly babies. It is
natural that a healthy baby should Ir‘ its genuiaa_ buckwheat flavor. Don't
Overcoats to order
20410 fat
and sleep well. If _your baby does forget the name.
not retain its food don't experiment
Ovcritimits. •111 order
with
colic cures ad other medicine.
overcoat., to order
t."1.(10 but try a bottle of White's ("ream Ver.
rulfuge, and you will soon OPS your
Iii,' worit, is cut right and made baby have color and langh as; It should.
Sold by an drUnflata.
up-to-ditty% I guarantee the work.

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

During a display of winter hats a
r.ertaiii milliner plated In her winPillIOC 1010-a-11Rd— I 13 South 3rd dow the following card:
"If you
Street.
wISh a hat becoming to you, you
must he coining to me."—Harper's
SOLOSION
Weekly.
old Established Tailor.

Expert Accountant

Suits eleasuid and pressed.

Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL.ESTATE PRICE LIST
!Fraternity Building.

4

tinC Int"I ass

Washington, D. C., Nov. 2b.— Although as Is usual In short sessions,
the work of congress will be limited
almost exclusively to the passage of
the regular supply bills, the session
that will begin a week from tomorrow gives promise of being more
than ordinarily interesting. There Is
going to be a great deal of talk on a
number of subjects that the people
of the country are now discussing,
and in a •01:1543 It wLI foreshadow
some of the legislation of the sixtieth or some subsequent congress.
For example, the question of a revision of the tariff will bob up continually, and arguments will be advanced by Republicans as well as
Democrats showing the necessity of
a modification of many of the Dingley schedules. Fechoea of the agitation for curreno
returns
wiiI be
heard, and the plan proposed recently by the monetary commission
of the American Bankers' association will be dissected by the congressional surgeons.

7114MOAD
BR/IND-SI/0i
1-01 EVERY FOOT

ete/41.4

To Electric Light and
Power Patrons.

and remedies the cough

'imminent.

BIG

y

Testi

Will Be Confined to .Approand Old Mattens

SANTO

NOTICE

The Hey, E. Lawrence Bunt
Is On The Oridiron.

Tariff Revision And Currency

as put.b as they do even the most palatable
candy preparations, and the effect upon them
is a thousand times more beneficial. Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is a cure for all stomach
disorders. It is the very best cure for children and
adults. It does not create a habit. It does cure.
In all cases ofindigestion, dyspepsia, chronic
Of acute constipation, biliousness, and all other disorders arising from
stomac
trouble of any kind it is a quick and positive cure. All druggists sell Dr. Cit):1well's Syrup Pepsin Mr ctsc and $ I .co a bottle.
Your waorawy back if it don't bionofit you.
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I
CITY TRANSFER CO.
ell

Now located at

Cila.uber's Stable.
We are ready for .It kinds of hauling.

TELEPHONE 499

Pipe Time
Fall and Winter is the
l'ipe season. We have
prepared for your every
want in this line

OUR LINE OF PIPES
Both in !deersebaum and
Briar includes all that is
newest and beet. 5c to $30

THE SMOKE HOUSE
SUBSCRIBE FOR ThE SUN--TEN CENTS A WEEK

21.13 tis-oadvvety

THERIB'S HO tin
Talking you can't beat Lierbine for the
liver. The greatest regulator ever
offered to suffering humanity. If you
Rutter from liver complaint. If you are
bilious and fretful, Its your liver aro.
!jerkins will put it in Its proper condi.
tton. A positive cure for constipation,
BIllousneits, Dyspepsia and an illy du,
to a torpid liver. Try a bottle and you
will never use anything else.
Bold by all uruggiata
Reddsee they have a
new
dance, called the automobile dance.
Oreene--la it a breakdown? —
Yonkers Statesman.

nature of the alternating
THEelectric
current supplying light
and power is to be changed very
shortly. This will effect all of our
customers having buzz fans and
small motors that are attached to the
same wires that supply light. If you
have either a small motor or buzz
fan we would thank you to advise us
immediately in order that we may
take the necessary steps to adapt
your machine to the changed conditions.

The Paducah Light and
Power Co.
•

"Seeing the Southwest"

EXCURSIONS
Doubtless you have heard of the Bumper Crops which have
been raised tha year In Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Indian
Territory, Texas and New Mexico
Have you compared thetn
with results obtained In your section` le your work where you
am, bringing you adequate returns for the capital invested and the
labor expended? If not, a change would be beneficial perhaps. A
visit to the Southwest will open your eyes. Out in Oklahoma the
last big land opening is soon to take place: farms are still very
cheap in Western Arkansas, Northern Louisiana and the Gulf
Coast of Texas. Let us give you full inforniation
about these
seetIons. You will want to epee them after you have examined our
illustrated literature.

VERY LOW RATES, ONE WAY AND 'RETURN TRIP
to southwestern points first anti third Tuesdays each month.
Ws. I, lie, Set Pass. And, Mgt NON,
1.5. Carmine &se us Put Agin, Fris;s
Leff Wk, krt.
lannts, TI,..
Paul S. Weever, Fres..
Agt.

ROCK ISLAND -- FRISCO LINES
Nierzenville, Tenn.

W. P. Parrot,
President.

R. RUDY,
Cashier

P. P1:111
Assistant Cashier

Citizen's 6;kvings Bank
neer, c rad

Capital

a

$100000
50,000

Saiplu.s
Mack heAdan UabUity

.. 100,000

Total security to

• • $250,000

depositors.

Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the Same
COttrteOns treatment.

Interest Plaid on Time Deposits

Will post, examiue, systematize and audit books by
the day, week or the job.

Terms Reasonale
John D. Smith, Jr.

Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock

Third and Broadway
=

018 Frateratty

TO LET
The Prices Below Will Be
.
Made Until Dec. 31, 1906
Gold Shell Crown, 22k
...
......
Gold
Silver PillIngs.
Plate

13.50
1 00
.50
.75
Bridge work and all grades of
plate work guaranteed. Painless
extraction of teeth.

CINIAIDTAIBLE
Ti' your horses as well as to i'ourself,
You need not sneer from rainy Of any
sort-your horses need hot suffer. Try
a bottle of Ballard'a Snow Liniment.
LI titres Mr 'pants. J. K Reberte,i
neyeaele, go.. writes: "I have used
4164eTIOT
tenitiveM for ten yeses anti finds"'
Sixth and Bronchi ay
it to be the best t have ever used for,
man or nenst.~
Bold Us psi dzasfiete.
V

DR. KING BROOKS

•

Several superior offices; on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-double offices especially adapted for dentists.

American-German National Bank
227 Broadway
ammommimmmiummaimmamma
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REFUGEES

BOOM FOR LONG
MAY BE STARTED
Louisville

Iltticials

Do

Not

Take Kindly To Franks

Bu A. CONATI DOYLE,
Author of -The Return of Sherlock Holmes"
4

copylIGItT. 18u3, ay
HANN Ilt
eseeteseme
mmessnessemasenemasso
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biloTHERS

the subtler its a tane of surprise' and
they both coined their necks from the
window.
The horseman, a sturdy, bread shouldered young man, clean ShaVen and
crop haired, turned his long, swarthy
rape and his bold feettlres in their directiou as be ran his eye over the trout
of the heure. He had a soft brimmed
gray bat of a shape which was strange
to Parisian eyes, but hip somber clothes
soul high boots were such as say-sellten might have worn. Yet his general
appearance was so unusual that it
group of townsfolk had already assembled rouud him, starts* with open
mouth at his horse and himself. A
battered gun with an extremely long

I
CHAPTER I.
the sort of window which
was conzusou In leues about the
end of the seventeenth century. ,
Inside the wiudow was furubdo
ed with a broad banes' of brown
etanzped Spanish leather, where the
family might recline anti have an eye
from behind the curtains on all that
was going forward in the busy world
beneath them. Two of them out there
uuw, a emu and II woman, init their
backs were turned to the eyeeetaele and
Melt' faces to the large aud ricasly furnished room. From time to time they
,. stole a glance at each other, and their
%Yee told that they needed no other
siglit io make them happy.
Nor Was It IO Pe wondered at, for
they were n well floored pair. She
was very young, twenty at the most,
with a face which was pale. Indeed,
and yet of a brilliaut 'bailor. which was
so clear and fresh and carriest with it
such 'a suggestion of purity and infocruse that toile would not wish its
maiden gracw tw be marred by an itstruosion of color. In her whole exposeslots there was something quiet nod
subdued, wbieh was aeceutuated by
her simple dress of black taffeta. Such
was Adele Cannot. the only daughter
of the famous Huguenot cloth merchant.
But if her dress was somber it was
atoned for by the =Ignite-slice of her
companion. He Was a 111011 Wito might
have been ten years her senior, with •
keen soldier face, small well marked
features, a carefully trimmed black
1
mustache and a dark hazel eye which
might harden to command a man or
'soften to supplicate a woman .and be
autseeestul at either. Any Frenchman
would have recognized his uniform as
being that at sta-edteer in diatesseus
Bins,' guard of Louis XIV. A trim,
'balling soldier be looked, with his
curling black hair and well poised
head. Stich he had proved himself before new in the field. too. until the
natne of Amory de Catinat had become
•
eonspicuous among the thousauda of
sti'uttu black broter rat(cd trxit Mir
the valiant lesser noblesse who had
Ile he yleineed at IS.
b
flocked into the sends, 9f the king.
barrel was fasts
-tied by the stack te
Tbey were first emblem, these two, his stirrup. while the
muzzle mewl up
and there was just sufficient resew - into the sir lb/shied Will. The rider,
blaster in the clear eat freemen to re- hat lag satisfied himself es 10 the
house.
call the relationship. De Cattiest was sprier: lightly out of MS saddle and.
sprung from a noble Huguenot family, tilsenencing his ;etre pushed his way
but, having lost his parents early. be u3coucimpuedly throttles. the
Saltall
. and had worked crowd and knocked loudly at the door.
had joined the aruiy
e
his way without influent* and against
"Who is !I:entree:* aMeeepe datinat.
" ... all lid& to his ptessent position. His- 'A
.Ostia:in') I adz -dispose one my*
father's younger brother, however, find' self. I had as utility friends on one side
lug every path te fortuue barred to of tbe sea as on the other."
him through lihe pOnsicution to which
"Na,, he is from the English proves
men of his faith Were already subject- inces, Amory. But lie speaks our
'41. had dropped the "de" which Implied tango". His mother web; of our blood ••
his noble descent and had taken to
"And his name?"
trade In tlw city of Paris, with such
"Is Amos—Amos—ale those names!
success that be was now one of the Yes, Green, Out was it. Amos Greco
richest end most prominent Misrule of His fattier and mine have done much
the town.
trade together, and new his s an, who.
"Tell me, Adele." said be, 'why do as I understand. boa lived ever in the
you look troubled"
woods, is sent here to see 'something of
-You leave ins- this evening."
men said chime"
"But only to return tomorrow."
The dragger entered said, having
"And must you really, really go to- bowed to Adele, gaiti to her companeight?"
ion, "Do I speak with my father's
"It would be as much as my commis- friend, M. Catinatr
sion is worth to be absent. Why. I am
"No, monsieur." said the guardsman
es duty tomorrow morning outside the from the 'esterase. erny uncle Is out,
king's bedroom! After chapel time bet I ant Oaptalti de CafInat, at your
Major de Brissac will take my place, serviee, and here Is Mlle. Catinat, who
and then I am free once more. But is your bootless."
still that line upon your brow. dear-I ato sorry try (lithe^ is uot here to
set."
welcome you. monsieur." she said; "but
"I was wishing that father would re- I do so very heartily in his piece. Your
room Is above. Pierre will ahoy,: It to
runt."
"And why? Are you so lonely. tbenr you, if you wish."
"My room? For what r
Iler pale face lit up with a quick
"Why, monsieur, to sleep in."
smile. el shall not be lonely until to"And mire I sleep in Is room?"
COI But I am always uneasy when
Pe Eatinst. late:bed at the gloomy
lie is away. One bears so much now of
face of the American. "Yoe shall not
the persecution of our poor brethren."
sleep there If you do not wistee said
'Tut, my uncle MD defy 'them."
• "Ile bas gone to the provost of the tie.
The other brightened at once, slid
liteeeor ,gtteld about this uotice of the
stepped aerobes to the farther window,
ittafficidderegie dragoons."
which looked down upon the courtyard.
"AI], you have not told me of that."
"Here it its." She rows and took up a "Abr. be cried. There Is a beech tree
Mademoiselle, and if I might
slip of blue paper with a red seal dangling from it which lay upon Use table, take my blanket out yonder f should
ills steong black brows knitted toed like It better than any room."
"You are not from a tow* then?"
gaiter as he glanced -at it,
"Take native." it ran. "that you, The- .ad pe _Catinst
'My tether lives in New York, two
epialle Catinat. cloth mereer of the Roe
St. Martin, are hereby required to give doors from the bonne of Peter Stuy•
shelter and gatious to twenty men of resent. of whew you must have heart!.
the Languedoc Blue 'dragoons. nadir He is a very hardy man and be can
, Captain Delbert, until such time as do it, but 1—even a few days of Albany
you receive a further note*. [Signed I or Schenectady are enough for me. My
Isei„ Beaupre, commissioner of the life has been lit the woods."
el sin sure tint my father would
king."
De Catboat knew well bow this meth- wtab you to sleep where you like and
od of atinoying Huguenots had been to do what you !Ike.
"I thank you. mad'emoiselle. Then 1
practiced ail over France. but be bad
flattered himself that his own position shall take my things out there, and 1
at court would Wive betered big kin& shall groom my boric."
"I will come with you," said De Catlwan from such an outrage. Ile threw
the paper down with an exclaifiatIon ett, "for 7 would have a word with
you. T'nt11 tomorrow, then, Adele. fareof anger.
_ well?"
"When do they comer
The twit syoung men pnaeed cloven "Father said tonight."
.
-Then they shall not he here long. stairs together, and the guandsman folTomorrow 1 shall bare an order to re- lowed the American out into the yard.
"Yon have had it long journey.- he
more them. But the min has sunk behind St. Marendes cnurch, and I should staid. ,.-Are you tired?"
"No; I sea seldom tired."
already bd titleen my way."
"Remain with the lady, then, until
"No. no: you must not go yet."
'1 would that I could give you into her father comes back. I have to go,
your father's charge time for I fear to and etie might need a protector."
leave you alone when the-se troopers
(To be Continued.)
mey come. And yet no excuse will
avail use If I AM net at Versatile*.
"He Is a radical of radicals."
But nee; a horseman has Ntopped before the door. He is not, in uniform.
"He even
advocates the public
Perdsaps be Is a messenger."
The girl ran eagerly to the window ownership of Legislatures."
"Good heavens! Would he leave
and peered out.
"Abl" she voted. "I had forgotten. no field whatever for private enterIt le the man from America. Father prIse,
"—Life.
said that be would come today"
"The wan from America:" repeated
Subscribe for the Sun.
et
•
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Was

Early- Spring Otinvention Said to 1de
Favored Then. to Ms-lest State
('antiltlaten.

BEN

BRUNER'S

ASPI It eTIONS

Louisville. Noy. 28.---The prevailing sentiment among the Republican
leaders throughout the state is for
a -convention in the early spring to
nominate candidates for state offices.
So far the only gossip indulged in is
In cohneetion with the race for the
nomination for governor, The published .reports within the last week
that E. T. Franks, of Owensboro,
would likely be a formidable candidate In the race for the nomleation
for governor has set the party leaders to thinking. Outside of 'George
W. Lens. the Republican heads of
departments at the custom-house do
Sot look upon Frank's
candidacy
with much favor.
There is a rumor that the friends
of George W. Long will soon launch
a boom for him as a candidate for
governor. It is a well-known
fact
that such a bee has been buzzing
in the bonnett of Mr. Long for several years. Judge William 0. Dearing, collector of customs, who Is a
factor In Republican politics in the
Ninth congressional
district, does
not look with much favor on the
candidacy of any federal officeholder
for the nomination for gevernor.

REST MADE E

Is Disease a Crime?
T"TO HELL WITH
SUCH A LAW"

There Will Be Less Sleeplesienese
%Viten It'sdnesah People Learn
This.

teNin't rest at night with a, bad hack
A lame, a weak or an aching oils,.
Doan's; Kidney Pills are for bed
hacks.
They cure every form of kidney ilia,
From'
common baekache to diabetea.
They are endorsed by Paducah people.
J. W. Wooten, the well-known
woodworker, now retired, residing at
Ilea Burnett street, Igoe: "1 hev?
a high opinion 'of Doane. Kidney
Pills because they do Just what is
claimed for them
have had kidney
trouble moresor less for 15 sears. After trying a number of remedies- that
gave nos very little relief, if any, I
got a bog of Doan's Kidney Pills at
AlveY & List's drug store and began
to take them as directed. I found
them to be the very thing for my
trouble. In a few days I noticed e
great change in sly condition. Before taking the pills my reet at night
was greatly disturbed, hilt now I can
go to bed and rest as peacefully as
anyone. 1 give all the credit for
this to Doan's Kidney Pills."
For nate by all dealers. Price 5o
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Rufhtlo,
New York, sole agents for the Untied
States.
Remember the name Thsanee--and tea* no otter.

CITY ORDINANCES

Not very long ago, a popular magazine
published an editorial article in which
writer asserted, in Silbstaitee, that all
disease should he regarded as criminal.
Cerusitt it is, that much at the sickness
and suffering or Itialiktlid Is dile to the
violation of certain id Nature's laws.
But to say that all sickness should be
regarded BS criminal. must appeal to
every
w 7rtyreabonsble individual as radically

New
Artistic
Picture
Framing
and
Wall
Papering

the

Answers Many Questions During Chicago Speech.

It would be harsh, unsympathetic,
gruel, yes criminal, to condemn the poor,
weak, over-worked housewife who sinks
under the heavy load of household cares
i
and burdens, awl suffers (rum weak Many Negroes.
ludience Listen to Deletes, various disibleceinents of pelvic
organs and other derangements peculiar
South Carelitsa Senator at
to her sal.
Oreheetre Hall.
Freouent bearing of children. with Its exacting demands noon the io stem, coupled

DENOUNCES

.51

P tOR SEITH141.

'I HE

pittNIDKNT

Chicago, Ill.. Not, 28.—The efforts of the colored eitizens of Chisel° 19 prevent
deeetor
Tillman
from deliveriug an address here last
night in Orcheetra heil because of
the position .he bee *seemed toward
the negio race, was unsuccessful.
When the douth Carolina senator
arrived in Chicago. early In the afternoon
Ti1111811
&steered
that
it did not make, any difference to
tdin that the colored people of Chicago did.
From the time he arrived in Chicago until he leaves for Fon du Lac.
Wis., Tillman will be guarded
by
the Pcilice and private detectives.
Tillman gave Me address, protected by 40 detective*, under command
of Assistant Chief of Police Schutier,
who took personal charge of the

with the care, worry and labor id rearing a
large faintly. Is often the 1.4111.0 of weaknesses, derangements and debility which are
aggravated by the many household cares.
SAW the hard, and never-entliug work relil.•h
the mother ha called upon to perform Itr.
the maker of that world-famed rem'Ay fur woman's peculiar weaknesees and
ills -lir. Plet.e's revorite Preveriptlosi—sagis
that one of the greatest obstacles to the cure
of this class of maladies is the fact that the
'sear. over-worked liouwwife van not get the
needed rest from her TO any hullSr1101.1 ,ares
and labor to onside her to secure (nal] the
Use of his "Prescription Its full henetits IL
Si a matter of frequent experience, he says.
In his extensive prattle In these eases. to
Meet with those In which his tre•tment falls
h3 reason of the patient'• inability to abstain
from hard work long enough to be .•ure.d.
With these •utfering from prolapsus, &insert-lion and retrovervlun
OW uterus or
other displaretneipe,.f the womanly "even..
It is se I y noecss ry that. In addition to taking Ms" FavOri to Prescript
" t bey abst sin
}Mall being very luau. or for long Periods,
their feet. All 11VIIV I lift log or ‘tt•ililliff of
y kind should also be avoided. As ant.
•
out-door air as possible, with moderate, ligt,i
exerelse is also very Important.
Let the
patient otsierve these rules and the "Favorite Prescription " will du the rest.

Dr. Pierce's Medical Adviser is sent free
on reeeipt of stamps to pat expense of
.ailing settle, Send cc, Dr. }eV. Pierce,
Buffalo, N.Y., 91 one-cent stamps for paper-eovered, or 31 blames; for cloth-humid.
If sick consult the lkietor. free ,,f charge
by letter. All suelt csonmoinications are
held sacredly confidential.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets Invigorate
and regulate stomach, liver and bowels.

at—

Sanderson & Co.'s
428 Broadway. Phoae 1513.
-HVANEIVILLE,
PADUCAH
CAIRO LINN.

AND

(Incorporated.)
levasaville

and

Paducah

Packeta.

XMAS IS NEAR

Men.

(Daily Ilicept Sunday.)
In the audience were many colorSteamers Joe Euwler and John S.
ed peop:e. hut they listened to TII,Hopkius, leave Paducah for Reane
man's remarks good naturedly.
vide and way landings at 11 a. ne
AN
ORDINANCE PROVIDING
In leading, up to
his address.
Special excursion rate now in efFOR THE CONSTRUCTION
OF "Shall the United States Annex Cufect from Paducah to Evansville and
GRAIdiTOID- SIDEWALKS, WITH ba," Tillman took occasion to critireturn, $4 Ito Elegant music on the
COMBINED CURB AND GUTTERS, cise Mayor Dunne,' action in refue
boat. Table unsurpaseed.
ON BOTH SIDES OF FARLEY ing to preside at 'he
meeting.
STEAMEZi DICK FOWLER
PLACE, FROM THE WEST CCM)
Takes a Rap et Dunne.
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
LINE OF 5111•YERS STREET TO THE
"I have been iold that I have
A close friend of John W. Yerkee EAST CURB
landings at 8 a. m. sharp, daily exLINE • ON SHORT been snubbed
by the mayor of this
cept Sunday. Special ezeueion rates
said yesterday that he recently had STREET,
AND ON ROTH SIDES OF c'!y." said the senator.
"I never paw
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
a talk with Mr. Yerkea, and that he SHORT STROM'
FROM THE SOUTH
and return, with or without meals
deilared that he would take no part PROPERTY LINE OP' PARLEY Mayor Dunne in nw We. I did not
and room. Good music and table unask him to be here tonight to introin the nomination of a candidate for PLACE TO THE
NORTH CURB duce me to this audience,
surpassed.
nor
did
I
governor other than as a voter. He LINE OF CLEMENTS STREET, IN
For further InformatIon apply to
ask anyone else' to do so. If anyone
said Mr. Yerkes intimated that the THE CITY OF PADUCAH.
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
KffiN- has been
snubbed It Is those grafederal officials had to keep hands Tt•CKY.
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
cious ladies, who planned this meetFowler-Ciumbaugh & Oo's glace.
off this year and that state bosses
Be it ordained by the General Coun- ing to secure money for the Chicago
e
Both phones No. 33.
would be told to do the same thing. cil of the
city of Paducah. Kentucky. Union hospital, who requested
MayIt was !earned yesterday that De
Section 1. That the sidewalks on or Dunne,
the creature of a political
di% LOUIS AND THNNIINISKE
Ben L. Bruner, deputy United States both aides of Farley Place, from the
hour, to come forward and add his
RIVIat PACKIAT OIDMPANI
marshal, would be a candidate for west curb line of Meyers street to the
mite.
the Republican nomination for sec- east curb line of Short street, and on
"I have been_ advertised to disFOR TENNES811112 RIITUM,
retary of state before the state con- both- sides of Short street from the
cuss the annexation of Cuba," conThe above large frame, with o'er
vention. When questioned In regard south property line of Earley Place
tinued Tillman, ,"but in view of the Own &tore or that of your baby, is
to the matter Dr. Bruner said he had to the north curb line of Clements
fact that I could not discuss that given FREE at
not made any announcement as yet. street, in the (-try of. Paducah, Kensubject without discussing the rare
but he did not say that he would not tecky, be, and the sante is hereby orquestion, I am going to go at the
be a candidate. Dr. Bruner made the dered to be originally construeted of
subject with . hammer and tongs,
Photographi4; Studio
race two years ago for congress in granitold material, together
with
straightforward like a
Ill 's South Third Street
the Fourth congressional district. combined curb and putter also of
Leave Paducah for Tennessee Rivet.
Riley & Gook's old stand.
While diecusaing the fifteenth
He was also so applicant for the ap- grankold material: mild sidewalks to
Every Wednesday at 4 p.
poIntme,nt of United States marshal be six feet wide: all to be done In amendment which he declared gave
A. W. WRIGHT
Hasten
the
Ethiopian
race
The
is
a
burden
"negro
carthe
right
white
every
when George W. Long was appoint- strict areordance with
the
plane.
rier: he has done absolutely nothing EUGENE ROBINSON
ed. Ha must have been in favor with grades, specifications and profiles of man had." he was interrupted levThis company is not responsible
times los one of his listeners for history, nor has he ever achievthe head powers as he Was given the the City Engineer, made and provided eret
for
invoice charges unless eollection
importance.
kept
asking about -Kentucky." ed anything of any great
position as chief deputy ender Mar- by him for such purpose, all of who
by the clerk of the boat.
TherteLe&to
Filially
great
men
Tillman
among
seemed
the
to
loge
his
%Web
are adopted as a part of this
shal Long.
— as.
race. Yee this people was picked out
ordinance as Mita as If embraced temper and exclaimed:
"Oh, shut your mouth. You don't by fanatics of the north, and lifted
herein or attached hereto and made a
Posemaeter Robbed.
ME
part hereof, and are marked "A" know the A. B. C. of this thing. I up to equality of citizenship and to
AND CURE THE
G. W. Fouta, Postmaster at River. for more :specific Identification,
forgot te years ago more than you rights of suffrage. No doubt many of
ton. Is., nearly lost his life and was
'you have listened to the oratory of
Sec. 2. The said work shall be ever knew.
robbed of all comfort, according to
the greatest colored
"You
make
man
minus
up
of this
your
that
constructed under the direction of the
Win
his letter
which says: "For 20
Board of Public Works and the su- that equality before the lalle which cquntry— Booker T. Washington.
Years I had chronic liver complaint.
persist**, of the City Engineer, and the fifteenth amendment guarantees He had a wh.te father, however and
which led to such a severe case of
shall be commenced at a time desig- is right and should be enforced not- out of his bralns and his character,
c
Jaundice that even my finger nails
Pees
nated by contract for the perform- withstanding its result. If this law he hag eotten his qualities from that
umcsmir"sFar"
lel
50c &SEW
FOR
turned yellow: when my doctor proenforced
father
was
it
result
would
In
two
ance of said work, and completed on
LDS
Free Trial.
scribed Electric Bitters: which cur,.., ,_,
states at east being don-aria:tot abDenoussece Troop's Discharge.
or before December alt, 1906.
Surest ....ed Quiekent Cure for all
ed me and have kept me well for 11
Tillman told his anCenee
atSec. 3. The cost of such consirue- solutely by togruss..while tour othTHROAT and LUNG TROUByears." Sure cure for Biliousness,
LES, or HONEY BACK.
lion of said sidewalks, curb and gut- ers would lie so neer being governed tacks on white women by negraea In
Neuralgia, Weakness and all Stomter, Avail be paid for entirely by the by the negro that there would prate the meets and declared the people of
ach, Liver._Kidney and Feadder deproperty oeners .abutting or fronting Welly be an equal division of offi- the north were In a great measeire
rangements'. A wonderful tonic. At
responsible. In conclusion. Tillman
thereon on both *ides thereof, to be cers." •
all drags/ate, 60 cents.
apportioned to and assessed against
A voice, "Haw about the law?" said:
—MIER
the property and property owners Tillman replied: "The law' To hell
"Now, as a general Illustration of
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
kitlia* Damaoinjustice sone-Orme' dense President
-- dee ratelets tied Pills cease abutting thereon on both sides there- dith such a law."
aft diseases of the Low,
of, aecording to the numbed- of front
three compsye.
latesmselt
sad
"No matter what the people in the Roosevelt discharged
trelts.
feet abutting thereon, except the city north may stay or do,
Schenck Chemical en.,
the white race ales of colored soldiers without a Newest and bast hotel in the city
Gentienion:—I Save used of Paducah shall pay the entire cost
In the eonth never Will be dominated court martial and in doing this he Rates P.m, Two large sample
year
Dandelion
Tablets
and Pills myself and in my of all intersections of streets and pubby the negro and I want to tell you punished innocent men for the crime •ooms.
family with very gratifyBath rooms.
Electric
ing results, and hav• the die alleys, if any such there be.
now that if some states should ever of a few. In doing this he transcend- Ignts. The
evidenc, of others who
only
centrally
located
See. 4, The Contractor awarded
have used theft and all
authority
of
the
taw and be
make an attempt to 'stave South Car- ed the
praise them. They should
total in the city.
the contract for the work herein pro.n every familyy-, for
not
done
ought
to
have
He'
olina'
we' will show them In their fabelieve Wet are all
mei for them. As
a superior Catharth. ant for Kidney and vided for, shall be paid only upon esnaticism that we wIll make it red
Liver diseases. al... inenetee. I know of
timates
furnished
by
the
City. Engin- before WP
nothing hotter
Yours truly
During the nineteenth century 52
will make It black.
Ls•i roll. Mich.
pr. O. A. CLESIIIIMT.
eer, and approved by -the Board of
new islands rose from the sea by
CALL AT effie PEE MI Peer Telsl. retreat.
White's
Better
of
Clay.
Public Works. In accordance with the
volcanic action, and sixteen
disare
W. B. McPherson, Druggist.
"God Almighty made the Caeca- peered
terms of the contract made by the
•
Contractor awarded said contract and elan ow of a better clay than the
(Incorporated.)
the city of Paducah for said work. Mongolian, African, or any otherj
and in no other way
PHICAll, 311-314 Steamy, sal 11421111LLI
NEW firfISCRIBER.S.
27 Coliellesin 15 States POSITIONS{ se'
Sec. 5. This ordinance 'Mail take
cured OT money ItHerNIDNIl Stan teach ge
List of new 'subscribers added by ,
iotomenEs
wilT
..stsT
I exicter
altlneo
..c
$1'.'bn
e
,L
effect from and after Its passage, apme
i
is
t.h
the Ease Tennessee Telephone comproval and publication.
toga'
cat'
pany today:
Adopted Oct. led, 1941e.
2983-8teen. 7, D., Littlesvillc
GEO. 0. M'BROOM.
39ti1—Frultena,
317 N. 7th.
Councilmen.
President Hoard of
2984—Mayoe, H. W., N. 12th.
Adopted Nov. 8, 190.6.
4e9o-Coo1ey, Dr. M. M., 421 N.
0. B. STARKS,
7th.
President Board of Aldermen.
Book Binding, Hank Work, Legs
2983—Schrader, Jno, S., 262
Approved Nov. 25, 1905,
and Library Work a nveciaits
Clements.
D. A. YEISER, Mayor.
Developing outfits, tank deWe
have In the city over 3,000 subAttest:
HENRY BAILEY,
Bell on installments and
scribers or five times as many as the
velopers, films, papers,
City Clerk.
old instruments in
take
Independent complex-y; outaide the
mounts. Everything pertainexchange,
city and within the county we have
A Mountain of Gold,
ing to amateur photography.
64 times as many subscribers as the
hem 209 Fratraity Boddie'.
could not bring as much happiness to
Independent company. Yet it will
Mrs. Lucia Wilke, of Caroline, WM,
331-5.
Office
Mese
lesitess Mese 464
place a telephone In your residence
as did one 25e bolt of BUcklen'a Arat the same rate the ladependent corn
nica Salve when it completely curet
E. P. Bourget-It tuner.
patsy is supposed to charge, and proa running sore on her leg, which hod vide In
addition, long distance facilitortured her 23 long years. Oreatet ties which
will eneble you to reach
antiseptic 1healer of Piles, WoundI
CAMPBELL BLOCK
fully fifty million people from your
Exclusive agent for Eastman.
Slid Sere', irse at all dragglsts.
"elephonee: Oface. 369; Residence, 7*#
home.
Phone 041-a
. Call 300 for further information.
Oak TOO far The I.

Pietires Make tke Must Preseets

JAS. SOLER

STEAMER CLYDE

KILL

COUCH

LUNC8

Dr.King's
New Discovery

oe

NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS,ILL.

Cassarcial htrosan Weld.

DRAUGHON'S

glizina,:kcCollege4p

D. H.
Baldwin & Co.

A Hint for Xmas

Kodaks

Mmtacturers of

Si to $50

gl

Henry !gammen, Jr.
bowel to Third aid lootulty

PIANOS and ORGANS

DR.HOYER

DISTRIBUTING OFFICE
3/ 8 BROADWAY

McPherson's
1E/rug Store.

W. T. MILLER & BRO.

IRVIN L. WEIL & CO
INSURANCE

•

:

•
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HARD PRACTICE

Til 1 PADUCAH* EVENING SUN.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMEER
•

GRAND JURY

IS OVER I'011t HIGH SCHOOL ROV14 WILL CONSIDER .CASE
THIs SEASON.
NIARSHAL

AGAINST

•

Reports That Their Signals Hase Judge 11-umbaugh Discharges the
Been E•posed Cause Them to
Officer in the Pollee 4/Url at
Change Ciade.
K1114.14 WIC

4

Hard practice for the Thanksgivday game for the High school
m is at an end. Today the boys
k it lather easy, lert some one
injured. Great interest Is being
ken In the game by both the stuOats and those who were unable to
away from work when -the other
'games were played. Instead of the
me being ca.led at 3:30 o'clock as
advertise.
d. it ha r been decided bet.
,ter to call the game at 3 o'clock, as
this will give the spectators time to
get back into the city before dark.
Members of the Paducah High
school team when they heard a rePort
that a member of the K. L. C's football team tad It-toned their signals
changed the entire code Monde*. It
Ares reported Tuesday that the oode
had bean exported the second time,
The
and another thonge %is made
.1,
hi iii lit,
i PI 4 h twee
it I•zh

Acch K. Purly, son of Dr. J. D.
Purdy, of .Kiitt-awa, has returned to
Paducah bearing news of the acquittal of Marshal William Mt-Cullom, of
Kuttawa, of the charge of mulleloualy
shooting at Dr. Purdy. The Judgment
was returned in pollee court by Judge
Cruntbaugh. and the fon alleges that
neither his father nor his father's attorney were present at the trial. He
states the matter will be submitted
to the next grand jury
Dr. Purdy several months ago had
an altercation
with
Pollee Judge
Crumbaugh.
MeCullotn
Marshal
went to arrest him, finding him on
iris front port-h. Purdy is ableged to
hove shoved hit hand in his pocket.
McColloni allegel he thought Purdy
meant to shoot, and shot the doctor

•••

F. N. Gardner, Jr. Co.
Furniture, Carpets, Stores and Ranges
114-116 S. Third St.

Paducah, Ky.

Ito

A Dollar Down, a Dollar a Week Will Furnish Your Home

•

The part payment plan is char;cteristic
of the broad, liberal policies of this store. It provides the
most generous ci edit and grants the
greatcst freedom to customers in meeting their obligations.
It
is co ifidential, simple and far-rea
ching in its benefits. You can buy afthis store with perfect
ease.

--------- that the Culley team 44d buy the rignal!, but for safety changed the rods.

Will Please Take Notice
That

THE MODEL
1121. kcal Strut
lsowned and controlled solely
by Louis S. LEVY and
that this store, which moved
Into its new quarter in June
last, is stroked with the newest and most dependable line
of Men's and Boys', Clothing,
Hats, Shoes, Trunks,
Ladles' Shoes, etc'. to be
found in the markets of the
world.

We are showing a
co.i.plate line of those beautiful
solid Oak and Mahogan
y PRINCESS DRESSERS,
highly polished and very
graceful in design. The
prices are from $30.00 as
low as 19.00 each. Only
22 more days until
Christmas.

Our Stock is New and Up to Date
Asa Cali sill convince you if this fact. A call will also eon ince you
tl
hut that we save you from a'5 to 3:3,3 per cent on your parchase. We are not located on Broadway,
do not have Broadway expenses and do
not ask Broadway price nor need Broadway profits. But we have got Broadway stocks!

A great line of FOLDING BEDS is on display
at
liardner's, and the best of them are not so
expen sive as you might imagine. A solid oak one sells
as low as $12 50.

Only 22 days until Christmas

We Aro Agoots for Pa Sir Kai& $4 Use
(Al Any $5 shoe on the market. We
are showing this in all the new styles of
toes and leathers.
We are headquarters for HIGH and
MEDIUM TOP WINTER SHOES. Ala•
a full line of RUBBER SHOES and
BO( YTS and ARTICS.
See our genuine Box (*If Men's Shoes
at $2 a pair. in latest style toe.
Ladies' Shoes $8c to 01.50

DINING

As sold on Broadway at $1, for
7bc
Full line Winter Underwear 2Sc and up
We are showing a big assortment of
elegant:Flauanel and Corduroy Top Shirts
also full line cotton and wool Sweaters.

The Model
112 S.

Second St.

Another large shipment of those dainty SKIRT
AND SHIRT WAIST BOXES has just
arrived.
They are made of solid cedar (therefore moth
-proof)
and are covered either with matting
or burlap.
Priced from $3.00 to $14.50. Only 22 more
buying days until Christmas.

At Gardner's is shown a magnifice
nt line of OAK
CHAIRS, either Golden or
Weathered
Oak Finish, box seat,, leather
upholstered and
wood seats. The prices range from
$1.25 to $5.50
era]. Only 22 days until Christma
s.

Wool Ribbed Underwear

The Model Bed Sprig

Sellers of New, Up-to Date
Merchandise.

For whith we are agents,
is conceded to be the best
either for
beds.
fortable

wood or iron

They

are

and

com-

durable,

having solid steel frame,
coil, woven ire top of
great flexibilit..

With particular-pride we point out
our splendid as
of the
above, compruiukr Brooches, Scar/
Pins, Bracelets, Cu// Buttons,
Rings, Nerklaces, Lockets, Foos,
Watch Chains, Studs and Now/ties, d// so :.,ety appropriate for

Christmas
Gifts

ls•WaritebelsleIsfCtsr•stl.
HELDER NEWS.

Mr. Neal Wood and Miss Rollie
Scott. of Melher were the guests of
Mist Eulah BarrIger, Sunday afternoon
The people of Melher are glad to
sea Miss Vtragle Hudson. of M?lbrr,
able to he up again.
Many people of Melber spent a
most pleasant evening at Mr. George
Whiteloauf Saturday night.
Miss Maggie Barriger, of Lowe;
spent a pleasant week
with
Mr.
Sperlin Lovelace and wife.
Mrs. Effie Tailor, of Viola, visited
her relatives in Melher Saturday and
Sunday.

It being less than tour weeks till Xmas, there are reasons
why you should make your purchases early. ('hiefly it gives you
more time to make your selections. Perhaps there's engraving
to do or something special you want made. We urge you to do
this because we can now give you the best service and more attention than during the rush just preceding Xmas. Any article
in our store may be }elect( 1 now, and will be reserved for delivery to suit the customer's convenience.

J. L. Wolff

Jeweler

327 BROADWAY

BoTpd PHONES 45a

4041

I

No man ever truly felt that he
was a man until he know that a woman was looking to blm for protection.

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.-.Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third —Negligee shirts with
and without injury.

buttons are ironed

perfectly

Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms
like new, and
the"hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky.
sending us your laundry.

cst

AN EXCELLENT STAFF
For declining years is a good substantial
savings account, built up during the money earniog
periol.
Deposit part of your earnings weekly or
monthly
in this bank, and at 4 per cent compoun
ded semiannually you will soon have a snug sum to
fall back
upon.
Begin today,

Satisfy yourself by

STAR LAUNDRY

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
227 Broadway

Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

•
anstico•W

4-414.104%

